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(AMERICAN STORY) 49.3
(AMERICAN STORY) was not particularly impressive in this 

half-mile work, wearing a Figure 8, urged along, not really 

showing a lot of response in 49.3, so-so at best

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

(BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) 48.3
SMILING BEAST (B+), (BIRTHDAY SURPISE) (B-) and 

WILD RECRUIT (B-) - This trip went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) wearing blinkers  inside 

of WILD RECRUIT, who had T. Baze aboard, starting two 

lengths in front of SMILING BEAST, who wore blinkers 

inside; (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) and WILD RECRUIT 

edged three lengths clear in a quick 11.1, SMILING BEAST 

in 11.2, they got back to how they started, the top pair floating 

well off the inside passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, SMILING 

BEAST came through along the rail, pulling four lengths in 

front crossing the wire in 47.0, continuing solo down to the 7/8 

pole in 59.3, a very good work for the unraced four-year-old 

homebred Smiling Tiger gelding, who appears a "win early" 

type. (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) was lightly niggled, getting in 

front of WILD RECRUIT in midstretch, ending up even with 

that one late in 48.1, galloping out together down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.4, a decent work for both, but no match for 

SMILING BEAST< who turned the tables on (BIRTHDAY 

SURPRISE) from their work a week earlier

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

(STELLAR WIND) 100.1
(STELLAR WIND) (B-) working with NAVAJO WARRIOR 

(C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong gate 

work, (STELLAR WIND) inside; (STELLAR WIND) was 

tapped early, the pair together through fractions of 12.4, 24.2, 

35.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.0, (STELLAR WIND) was 

best late, a length in front in1 00.2, galloping out to the wire in 

114.1, a decent work. NAVAJO WARRIOR was very lightly 

asked in 100.3, galloping out in 114.2, second best, just ok

04/18/24 B- HGFTSA

A REAL JEWEL 50.1
A REAL JEWEL (M) working with PROFESSORS' PRIDE 

(M) - This duo went a half-mile together in the training track 

over Tapeta, we picked them up together passing the 1/4 pole, 

neither asked in 25.0, just leg stretchers for both. We cannot 

verify the Official times as we picked them up well after they 

broke off.

04/14/24 M HFTSA

ACE ACE BABY 49.4
ACE ACE BABY was finally caught by the Official Clockers 

(they had missed her two previous works) and she finished 

well in her half-mile move on the training track over Tapeta, 

wearing blinkers, very relaxed early in 13.1, passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.4. very lightly niggled, finishing well in 49.4, final 

1/4 in 24.0, a decent work for the once raced Stanford filly, 

who ran decently when second her debut and seems to have 

moved forward out of the race

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

ADAAY IN ASIA (GB) 49.0
ADAAY IN ASIA went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, not asked in 49.0, an ok 

work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

ADELIE (IRE) 48.0
ADELIE (B-) working with SIENNOIS (B-) - This team went 

a half-mile together on the training track over Tapeta, we had 

the final 1/4 in 24.2., neither asked, ok for both,. We cannot 

verify the Official times.

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

AH JEEZ 49.3
AH JEEZ has not looked good in his recent works over the 

main track so he was moved to the training track for his half-

mile work over Tapeta, wearing blinkers, opening furlong in 

12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, lightly urged to deep 

stretch, hand ridden to the wire in 49.3, still being asked along 

in the gallop out to the 5/8 pole in 103.4, a so-so work again 

here

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

AIR FORCE RED 48.3
AIR FORCE RED wore a Figure 8 for his half-mile move, we 

had the final 1/4 in 24.1. going very easily in the stretch, a 

decent work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

ALFONSIA 102.0
ALFONSIA went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 11.4, one light tap, but not really asked, slowing to the wire 

in 37.0, just ok this week, not quite as good as her main track 

works. We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

ALL DIALED IN 101.2
ALL DIALED IN (B-) working with KEEP IT COMING 

(C+) - This team of Cal-bred chestnuts went five furlongs 

together, ALL DIALED IN inside; ALL DIALED IN was best, 

not asked in 101.2, not a bad work. KEEP IT COMING was 

urged, second best, just ok

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

ALL THAT GLORY 59.4
ALL THAT GLORY went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 

23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.2, niggled a bit in the stretch, 

slowing near the wire in 59.4, an ok work for the distance 

limited maiden

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

ALMENDARES (GB) 100.2
ALMENDARES (B) working with MOTORIOUS (B-) - This 

team went together in the training track over Tapeta in their 

five furlong work, MOTORIOUS wearing blinkers inside; The 

pair went off in 12.2. ALMENDARES was best late, pulling a 

length clear in 100.2, a good comeback work. MOTORIOUS 

was outfinished late in 100.3, second best, an ok, but a bit 

disappointing off the freshening for the classy turf sprinter, 

who is scheduled to compete at Churchill Downs Derby week, 

but needs to do better than this

04/19/24 B HFTSA
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ALOHA CHROME 101.4
WHERE'S THE LOOT (C+) working with ALOHA 

CHROME (C) - This team came out of the gate together, 

ALOHA CHROME inside; WHERE'S THE LOOT was 

quicker early, leading through splits of 12.3, 24.1, ALOHA 

CHROME in 12.4, 24.2, WHERE'S THE LOOT edged further 

clear in 35.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.4, ALOHA CHROME 

lightly asked, chasing in 36.0, 48.1, WHERE'S THE LOOT 

was lightly asked, shortening stride while remaining clear in 

100.4, faster than given,  but just ok as he didn’t appear to 

have a lot left. ALOHA CHROME was asked, unable to make 

up ground in 101.1, also faster than given, but not impressive

04/18/24 C HGFTSA

ALPHA OMEGA 59.4
JUSTIQUE (B) working with ALPHA OMEGA (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, ALPHA OMEGA 

starting 1/2 length in front; The pair maintained their 

positions, moving quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.0, JUSTIQUE 

was even passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1, JUSTIQUE was not 

asked, pulling a length clear in 59.3, a good work, one of her 

rare good works over the Santa Anita main track, ALPHA 

OMEGA was lightly urged, falling back in 59.4, a decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

ALWAYS ON CAY 49.4
ALWAYS ON CAY looked decent in this half-mile move on 

the training track over tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 36.4. 

never asked, not bad at all. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

AMERICAN GLORY (GB) 48.3
AMERICAN GLORY (C+) working with IT'S MY WORLD 

(C+) - This team went a half-mile together, we had the final 

3/8 of the work, IT'S MY WORLD inside, the pair were 

lightly urged in 36.0, just ok for both. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

ANDY CAN U HEAR ME 47.4
ANDY CAN U HEAR ME always looks good in the a.m. and 

went very easily in this half-mile move wearing a Figure 8 

with Maldonado aboard, even splits of 24.0 for a 48.0 final 

time, not asked, a decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

ANGIER 101.0
MIDDLEBURG (B) working with ANGIER (B-) - This team 

went five furlongs together, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile 

pole, both wearing blinkers, ANGIER 3/4 length in front; the 

pair were close in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, 

MIDDLEBURG was not asked, appearing best in 47.3, final 

1/4 in 23.2, ANGIER lightly asked, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole, ANGIER lightly tapped in 100.3, a much improved, 

good work for MIDDLEBURG, decent, but second best for 

ANGIER. We cannot verify the Official times

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

ANISETTE (GB) 49.4
ANISETTE went easily in her half-mile maintenance spin, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1. not asked a drop, caught by the 

separate working THE CHOSEN VRON in 49.4, just a leg 

stretcher

04/20/24 M HFTSA

ANKYRAH 49.2
ANKYRAH went easily on the training track over Tapeta in 

this early a.m. work, we had the final 3/8 in 36.3, not asked, 

not a bad move. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

ANNIE'S HOPE 100.4
GOLDEN TEMPER (B-) working with ANNIE'S HOPE 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, GOLDEN 

TEMPER starting two lengths in front; The pair got even 

crossing midstretch, ANNIE'S HOPE in 48.1, GOLDEN 

TEMPER in 48.3, GOLDEN TEMPER was not asked, turning 

back her workmate to edge a length clear again at the wire, 

receiving the slower time of 101.0, but best, an ok work. 

ANNIE'S HOPE was urged, giving ground in 100.4, getting 

the faster time, but definitely second best, a so-so work

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

ANYWHO 59.1
ANYWHO went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 1/4 in 23.4, 

lightly urged, but responding well in 59.1, a good comeback 

work for the talented filly.

04/17/24 B HFTSA

APPLE FEST 47.1
APPLE FEST was given a half-mile clocking, she definitely 

went five furlongs from the 5/8 pole, wearing blinkers, going 

off easily, splits of 13.1, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, not 

asked a drop in 100.2, a good work as she could have gone 

faster if let run

04/17/24 B HFTSA

ARROWTHEGREAT 101.3
ARROWTHEGREAT (B-) working with KISNA (B-) - This 

team wore blinkers for their five furlong work, we had the 

final 1/2 of the work, ARROWTHEGREAT inside; The pair 

were going easily in 12.2, they passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, 

ARROWTHEGREAT was not asked, a head in front of 

KISNA, who was lightly asked in 49.1, ARROWTHEGREAT 

galloping out a length in front down to the 7/8 pole in 102.2, 

KISNA in 102.3, a decent work for both. KISNA, was a bit 

second best, but the unraced Om homebred kept up with an 

older allowance winner in his second five furlong work and 

appears to have some run

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

ARTIST POINT 49.2
ARTIST POINT worked early in the a.m. in his second half-

mile work off the layoff, wearing blinkers, opening furlong in 

12.1. lightly asked, tiring late in 50.0 on our watch, a so-so 

work for the comebacker, who has work to do

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

ASHCROFT 100.2
ASHCROFT looked ok in his five furlong move, opening 1/4 

in 24.1, niggled in the stretch, up in 100.2, a decent work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

ASHLEY 49.1
ASHLEY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 

12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing midstretch in 37.0, 

lightly niggled late in 49.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole 

in 102.1. not a bad work, a bit better than usual

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

ASHLEYS SANDCASTLE 49.3
GOLD PHOENIX (B-) working with ASHLEYS 

SANDCASTLE (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-

mile training track work over Tapeta, GOLD PHOENIX 

inside; The pair were together in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.4. GOLD PHOENIX was lightly niggled, a neck best at the 

wire in 49.2, getting out on the gallop out while still in front 

down to the 5/8 pole in 103.1, an ok work. ASHLEYS 

SANDCASTLE was lightly niggled, a bit second best, a neck 

back at the wire, just ok

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA
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ASIAN MATRIARCH 101.2
METRO (C+) working with ASIAN MATRIARCH (C) - This 

team went five furlongs together, METRO inside; The pair 

went off in 12.2. METRO was lightly urged, pulling two 

lengths clear in 101.0, best, but just ok. ASIAN 

MATRIARCH was urged, falling back in 101.2, not impressive

04/18/24 C HFTSA

ATITLAN 100.3
ATITLAN (C+) working with SOPHISTICATE (C+) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, SOPHISTICATE inside 

of ATITLAN, who wore blinkers; The pair were together, 

splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

SOPHISTICATE was lightly urged to gain a short advantage, 

ATITLAN was asked late, getting even in 100.3, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 113.2, just ok for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

AUDITORY 50.1
AUDITORY (B-) working with VINCERO GRANDE (C+) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, AUDITORY 

starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions in 

25.0, AUDITORY was waiting late, appearing best, getting 

the slower time of 49.4, but going easily, not a bad work. 

VINCERO GRANDE was lightly asked to get even in 49.3, 

second best, just ok

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

AURATIUM 50.2
AURATIUM rarely looks very good in the a.m. and she 

appeared moderate again in her half-mile work on the training 

track over Tapeta, wearing a Figure 8, fractions on 12.4, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, tapped several times leaving the 

far turn, lightly urged and tapped throughout the stretch, 

offering little response in 50.1, so-so at best

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

AURATIUM 102.0
AURATIUM (C+) working with DANZIG TIL DAWN (C-) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, AURATIUM 

wearing a Figure 8 inside; We picked them up at the 1/.2 mile 

pole, AURATIUM lightly urged, pulling four lengths clear in 

49.3, much best, but just ok. DANZIG TIL DAWN was urged, 

no match in 50.2, a poor drill. We cannot verify the Official 

times

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

AWESOME RHYTHM 101.4
AWESOME RHYTHM regressed in this five furlong drill, 

splits of 12.1, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, fairly hard 

urged, offering little response in 101.4, not impressive

04/20/24 C HFTSA

BAD SNEAKERS 100.4
BAD SNEAKERS (B-) working with I'M A GAMBLER (B-) - 

This team went five furlongs together on the training track 

over Tapeta, I'M A GAMBLER inside; The pair were together 

in 12.2, 24.2, neither asked much in 100.4, decent for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

BALDORO 48.0
RECINTO ROMPERE (B-) working with BALDORO (C+) - 

This team went a half-mile together, we had the final 1/4 of the 

work, RECINTO ROMPERE was going easier late in 24.1, an 

ok work. BALDORO was lightly asked, second best, just ok. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

BALNIKHOV (IRE) 59.4
BALNIKHOV (B), UNCORKED (B-) and PARIS SECRET 

(C-) working together - This trio went together on the training 

track over tapeta during a very busy time in the a.m., PRIS 

SECRET and UNCORKED starting four lengths in front of 

BALNIKHOV; BLANIKHOV got even with UNCORKED in 

the stretch, both catching the separate working 

Papaprodromou team of CAPTAIN COOCHIES and FLEET 

FEET at the wire, BALNIKHOV in 59.4, a good work 

UNCORKED in 100.3, decent for him. PARIS SECRET was 

far, far back in 101.3, not impressive at all.

04/20/24 B HFTSA

BALTHAZAR 113.4
BALTHAZAR went reasonable well in his six furlong move 

on the training track over Tapeta, relaxed the opening furlong 

in 13.1, picking it up in 24.4, 36.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

48.4, not really asked in 113.3, certainly a decent stamina work

04/17/24 M HFTSA

BALTIC FIRE 102.2
RUNYON CANYON (C) working with BALTIC FIRE (C-) - 

This team did not impress in their five furlong work, BALTIC 

FIRE inside; The pair went off in 25.1, RUNYON CANYON 

pulled a length clear in 102.1, not asked, but not doing 

anything at all. BALTIC FIRE was lightly urged, falling back 

in 102.2. not impressive at all.

04/20/24 C- HFTSA

BARBARA T 101.4
BARBARA T (B) working with CHLOE'S CROWN (B-) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, we 

picked them up at the 3/8 pole, CHLOE'S CROWN 1/2 length 

in front inside; BARBARA T edged a length clear passing the 

1/4 in 12.0, CHLOE'S CROWN in 12.1, BARBARA T was 

breezing in the stretch, waiting on her workmate in 36.0, a 

good work. CHLOE'S CROWN was lightly asked to get back 

even in 36.0, second best, a decent work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/17/24 B HFTSA

BATTLE CRUISER 100.0
BATTLE CRUISER came out of the gate solo, splits of 12.2, 

23.3, 35.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.1, not asked at all in 

59.3, a good work this week

04/19/24 B HGFTSA

BE YOUR BEST (IRE) 100.0
BE YOUR BEST (B) working with SPICYBUG (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, wearing Figure 8's, 

SPICYBUG inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.1. lightly asked, BE YOUR BEST pulling a length 

clear in 100.0, a good work. SPICYBUG was second best, 

falling a length back in 100.1, not as good as her past few 

works, but decent

04/17/24 B HFTSA

BEE EYE GEE 35.4
BEE EYE GEE (B-) working with PURE MADNESS (B-) - 

This team went easily in their three furlong spin, BEE EYE 

GEE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 11.4. neither 

asked in 36.0, decent for both

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

BEHIND ENEMY LINES (GB 49.1
BEHIND ENEMY LINES went a half-mile on the training 

track over Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 of the work in 36.4, 

never asked at all, not a bad work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/18/24 B- HFTSA
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BELLA VIENNA 47.1
BELLA VIENNA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, even splits 

of 23.3 for a 47.1 final time, not asked, a decent work for the 

quick claiming filly, who has looked better of late

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

BELLABEL (IRE) 100.2
BELLABEL (B) working with SBAGLIATO (B) - This team 

went five furlongs together on the training track over Tapeta, 

BELLABEL inside; The pair were together, splits of 12.2. 

24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, neither asked in 100.2, a 

good work for both, who like the synthetic

04/14/24 B HFTSA

BELLE CHERIE 102.1
BELLE CHERIE disappointed in her five furlong work, we 

had the final 1/2 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, 

lightly asked in 49.4, a so-so work at best. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

BENSTER 101.1
HOT LEGS ROMOLO (B-) working with BENSTER (C) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, HOT LEGS 

ROMOLO wearing blinkers with Gutierrez aboard inside; The 

pair were together, moving along in 12.0, 23.2, BENSTER 

was asked to stay together around the far turn, passing the 1/4 

pole in 35.1, HOT LEGS ROMOLO was not asked at all, five 

lengths clear at the wire in 100.1, galloping out in 115.0, a 

decent work. BENSTER was urged, no match in 101.1, not 

impressive

04/18/24 C HFTSA

BERTANI 51.4
BERTANI looked awful in this half-mile work, lightly asked 

while appearing very choppy, final time of 51.4, pass for sure

04/18/24 D HFTSA

BET THE CHALK 49.2
BET THE CHALK (C+) working with DOS VICIOS (C+) - 

This team went together in their half-mile move, BET THE 

CHALK inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, neither 

asked, neither doing much in 49.2, just ok for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

BETTY PACK 118.4
BRONKO NAGURSKI (M) working with BETTY PACK (C-

) - This team went together on the training track over Tapeta, 

BETTY PACK starting a length in front; The pair maintained 

their positions, crawling in 41.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 53.3, 

BRONKO NAGURSKY was never asked, going on by and 

finishing a length in front in 118.2, just a leg stretcher. 

BETTY PACK was niggled along, falling back in 118.4, a 

poor work

04/18/24 C- HFTSA

BIG ATTITUDE 49.4
BIG ATTITUDE looked decent on the training track over 

Tapeta in his half-mile move, opening furlong in 13.0, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 25.2, not asked much in 49.3, a decent work

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

BIG BET JAFINSAFA 101.1
BIG BET JAFINSAFA (B-) working with COALINGA 

ROAD (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

COALINGA ROAD inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 

24.1. neither asked at all to the wire in 48.3, COALINGA 

ROAD up there. BIG BET JAFINSAFA continued solo down 

to the 7/8 pole, not asked in 101.1, decent on both ends

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

BIG DRINKER 49.3
BIG DRINKER (C+) working with TAPIT DOUX (C+) - This 

team went a half-mile together on the training track over 

Tapeta, wearing blinkers, BIG DRINKER starting a length in 

front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole, TAPIT 

DOUX in 24.1, BIG DRINKER in 24.2, both were urged 

through the stretch, slowing noticeably, TAPIT DOUX in 

49.2, BIG DRINKER in 49.3, so-so at best for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

BIG HOPES 48.3
BIG HOPES finished well in her half-mile move, passing the 

1/4 pole in 24.3, not asked at all in 48.3, final 1/4 in 24.0, a 

decent work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

BIG JUANITO 47.2
BIG JUANITO finally had one of his works recorded as he 

went a half-mile, wearing blinkers, splits of 11.3, passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.3, crossing midstretch in 35.2, not asked in 

47.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 ;pole in 100.2, up at the 

3/4 pole in 115.2, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

BIG MAMA SUE 100.1
BIG MAMA SUE went better on the training track over 

Tapeta than she has on dirt recently in her comeback five 

furlong move, going off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4. 

lightly asked in1 00.1, a decent work

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

BLAME THE CLASSIC 50.1
BLAME THE CLASSIC (C+) working with WHATS THE 

BUZZ (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, 

we had the final 3/8 of the work, BLAME THE CLASSIC 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.0, neither asked, 

neither doing anything in 37.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 50.4, so-so for both. We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

BLAZING BARDOT 100.3
TOM SEAVER (B) working with BLAZING BARDOT (B-) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together, we picked 

them up at the 1/2 mile pole, TOM SEAVER 1/2 length in 

front inside; TOM SEAVER was not asked, finishing 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 47.2, a good work, the Cal-bred needs the 

grass for his best. BALZING BARDOT was urged, 1 1/2 

lengths back in 47.3, second best, but decent as the older 

maiden claiming mare did go further. We cannot verify her 

Official time.

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

BLUE DOG 115.1
BLUE DOG went off from the 3/4 pole, splits of 12.4, 25.3, 

38.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.4, crossing midstretch in 

102.4, not asked in 115.1, doing his best work late, an ok work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

BLUE FASHION 37.3
BLUE FASHION went three furlongs on the training track 

over Tapeta, moving slowly from the pole, passing the 1/4 

pole in 13.1, not asked in 37.2, an ok work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA
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BONITA LEONA 46.4
LAST CALL PAUL (B-) working with BONITA LEONA 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, LAST 

CALL PAUL inside of BONITA LEONA, who wore blinkers; 

The pair flew early, opening furlong in 11.0, LAST CALL 

PAUL just in front passing the 1/4 pole in 22.3, BONITA 

LEONA already being asked, LAST CALL PAUL was lightly 

urged, just in front crossing midstretch in 34.2, BONITA 

LEONA hard urged, LAST CALL PAUL was fairly hard 

asked while best to the wire, 1/2 length in front in 46.3, 

galloping out clear down to the 7/8 pole in 100.2, an ok work. 

BONITA LEONA was all-out, second best in 46.3,, galloping 

out four lengths back in 101.1, just ok as she was dong her 

very best

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY 47.2
MR. SUDS (B-) working with BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY inside; The pair were together in 

11.4, MR, SUDS was best, not asked much in 47.1, an ok 

work. BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY was urged, second best, so-

so this week

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

BOUND TO SUCCEED 102.3
BOUND TO SUCCEED (B-) working with SEVEN 

WONDERS (B-) - This team went very easily in their five 

furlong spin on the training track over Tapeta, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED starting four lengths in front; SEVEN WONDERS 

was a length back passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED in 37.3, neither were asked a drop in the stretch, 

finishing together, SEVEN WONDERS in 101.4, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED in 120.3, not bad for either

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

BRAINIAC 102.1
BRAINIAC looked so-so in this five furlong work on the 

training track over Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 37.2, urged 

along, not impressive We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

BROADWAY VENUS 48.1
BROADWAY VENUS came out of the gate solo, breaking 

fine, showing speed in 12.2. 23.3, 35.1. not asked, but slowing 

noticeably in 48.3, final furlong in 13.3, a so-so work for the 

unraced $22K RNA two-year-old homebred Dads Caps filly, 

who will be seen in an early baby race

04/20/24 C+ HGFTSA

BRONKO NAGURSKI 118.2
BRONKO NAGURSKI (M) working with BETTY PACK (C-

) - This team went together on the training track over Tapeta, 

BETTY PACK starting a length in front; The pair maintained 

their positions, crawling in 41.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 53.3, 

BRONKO NAGURSKY was never asked, going on by and 

finishing a length in front in 118.2, just a leg stretcher. 

BETTY PACK was niggled along, falling back in 118.4, a 

poor work

04/18/24 M HFTSA

BRUNCH WITH AMY 51.0
BRUNCH WITH AMY really regressed in her slow half-mile 

work, wearing a Figure 8, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, lightly 

asked, not showing any response in 50.4. not impressive

04/19/24 C HFTSA

CABOODLE 49.2
CABOODLE went easily in her second local work, opening 

furlong in 12.3. not asked in 49.2, an ok work for the 

Gulfstream Park invader, we will follow as he gets close to 

running

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

CALI BAY (IRE) 102.2
CALI BAY (M) working with LAKOTA SPIRIT (M) - This 

team went extra easily throughout their five furlong 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, LAKOTA 

SPIRIT starting a length in front of CALI BAY, who had 

Fresu aboard; the pair maintained their positions in 13.1. 

neither were turned loose, finsihing together, CALI BAY in 

102.2, LAKOTA SPIRIT in 102.3, just leg stretchers for both

04/14/24 M HFTSA

CALI BAY (IRE) 101.0
CALI BAY went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, wearing blinkers, we had the final 3/8 of the move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 11.3, niggled in the stretch, up in 36.1, 

not a bad work, but not as good as his other recent works. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CALI CREAM 37.0
CALI CREAM (B-) working with TIMTY (C+) - This team of 

two-year-olds came out of the gate together, CALI CREAM 

with Maldonado aboard inside; We missed the break and 

picked them up a furlong into the work, CALI CREAM was 

1/2 length best when up in 24.0, an ok work. TIMTY was a bit 

second best, just ok. We cannot verify the official times as we 

missed the break

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

CALIFORNIA TIGER 47.2
CALIFORNIA TIGER (B-) working with ROBERTA'S 

LOVE (B-) - This team went quickly in their half-mile work, 

CALIFORNIA TIGER inside; The pair went off in 11.3, 

CALIFORNIA TIGER was urged, pulling a length clear in 

47.2, decent but asked to do it. ROBERTA'S LOVE was not 

asked at all, content in letting her workmate pull clear, a length 

back in 47.3, a decent work as she was not asked

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

CAN'T SLEEP 48.0
CAN'T SLEEP went easily in her half-mile move, passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.4, not asked at all in 48.0, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CAPTAIN CHOOCHIES 101.0
CAPTAIN COOCHIES (B-) working with FLEET FEET 

(C+) - This team went five furlongs together on the training 

track over Tapeta during a very busy time in the a.m., 

CAPTAIN COOCHIES was going easier late in 101.0, both 

caught at the wire by the separate working D'Amato trained 

BALNIKHOV and UNCORKED, ok for CAPTAIN 

CHOOCHIES, just ok for FLEET FEET

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CARIBBEAN KING 101.2
CARRIBEAN KING (B-) working with SHANGRILAMA 

(C+) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 

1/4 of the work CARIBBEAN KING going easier than his 

workmate, lightly asked in 25.1, an ok work. 

SHANGRILAMA was urged to stay together, second best, so-

so. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

CARMELITA'S MAN 49.0
CARMELITA'S MAN looked ok in his half-mile work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, not asked at all in 49.1, an ok 

work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CARMEN MIRANDA 101.4
CARMEN MIRANDA went easily in her five furlong spin on 

the training track over Tapeta, splits of 12.2. 24,3, passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked a drop in 101.4, a decent work for 

the recent expensive claim

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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CARVER 59.0
CARVER went six furlongs from the 5/8 pole, passing the 1/4 

pole in 34.3, urged to the wire in 59.0, still being asked down 

to the 7/8 pole in 112.1, a decent work, but made to do it

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

CATHAL (IRE) 100.4
CATHAL went five furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, 

going off easily in 12.4, picking it up a bit in 24.4, passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.3, hand ridden and shown the stick the final 

furlong, reaching out to the wire in 101.0, ridden along on the 

gallop out, an ok work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

CATMANSUE 48.4
CATMANSUE wore blinkers (new) and had Amy Brobst 

aboard for his half-mile move on the training track over 

Tapeta, relaxed early in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, not 

asked in 49.0, a decent work for the Cal-bred, who appears to 

be doing fine off a subpar effort last time out

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

CERTITUDE (FR) 48.2
CERTITUDE went decently on the training track over tapeta 

in this half-mile move, opening furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.1. lightly niggled, reaching out to the wire in 48.2, 

final 3/8 in 35.4, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CHARLEY PRIDE 48.2
CHARLEY PRIDE (B-) working with EISENHOWER (NG) - 

This duo from different barns came out of the gate together, 

CHARLEY PRIDE inside; EISENHOWER broke like a shot 

to clear off immediately, four lengths in front in 12.3, 

galloping out in 25.1, CHARLEY PRIDE was not quick at all, 

four lengths behind in 13.2, picking it up in 24.4, up at the 3/8 

pole in 36.0, (22.3 middle 1/4), galloping out to the 1/4 pole in 

48.2, up at the 1/8 pole in 103.0, a decent work for the unraced 

four-year-old Cal-bred Arrogate gelding, who can run, but 

appears to have absolutely no gate speed. We think he only 

went three furlongs. EISENHOWER received a three furlong 

time, he was definitely up after the opening furlong

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

CHEEKIEST 100.3
SIX MAGPIES (B-) working with CHEEKIEST (C) - This 

team went five furlongs together, CHEEKIEST starting two 

lengths in front of SIX MAGPIES, who did not wear his usual 

blinkers with Ayuso aboard; The pair were together passing 

the 1/4 pole, SIX MAGPIES in 36.2, CHEEKIEST in 36.4, 

SIX MAGPIES was lightly niggled, pulling two lengths clear 

in 100.3, an improved, ok work, the older maiden claimer has 

looked better to us of late. CHEEKIEST was hand ridden, 

falling back in 101.2, not impressive. We have no idea why the 

Official Clockers separated them one length?

04/19/24 C HFTSA

CHLOE'S CROWN 101.4
BARBARA T (B) working with CHLOE'S CROWN (B-) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, we 

picked them up at the 3/8 pole, CHLOE'S CROWN 1/2 length 

in front inside; BARBARA T edged a length clear passing the 

1/4 in 12.0, CHLOE'S CROWN in 12.1, BARBARA T was 

breezing in the stretch, waiting on her workmate in 36.0, a 

good work. CHLOE'S CROWN was lightly asked to get back 

even in 36.0, second best, a decent work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

CIR JOHNNY 52.0
WHEN HEROES FLY (C+) working with CIR JOHNNY 

(D) - This team went a half-mile together, both wearing 

blinkers, WHEN HEROES FLY inside; We picked them up at 

the 1/4 pole, WHEN HEROES FLY was lightly urged, pulling 

well, well clear in 24.3, miles best, but just ok. CIR JOHNNY 

was urged, falling far back in 26.2, a horrible drill, he cannot 

run at all. We cannot verify the official times

04/20/24 D HFTSA

CIRCLEOFCHAMPIONS 47.4
CIRCLEOFCHAMPIONS went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

had the final 1/4 in 24.2. urged along, not overly impressive. 

We cannot verify the fastish Official time

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

CITADINO 49.1
CITADINO wore blinkers for this half-mile work on the 

training track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.1, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 24.0, lightly tapped leaving the far turn and into 

the stretch, hand ridden the final furlong, tapped along late, up 

in 49.0, just ok

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

CITY EXILE (GB) 101.0
CITY EXILE (B) working with RECKLESS SPIRIT (B-) - 

This team went together on the training track over Tapeta, 

CITY EXILE, with Laprida aboard starting a length in front of 

RECKLESS SPIRIT, who wore blinkers with Fresu in the 

irons; The pair were together in the first few strides, 

RECKLESS SPIRIT in 12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.2, CITY EXILE in 13.0, 25.0, 36.3, CITY EXILE was very 

lightly asked and tapped once, pulling 1 1/4 lengths clear at 

the wire in 100.4, a good work. RECKLESS SPIRIT was not 

asked, dropping back late in 100.4, second best, but decent. 

This duo should have received the same Official time

04/14/24 B HFTSA

CLASS CLOWN 48.0
CLASS CLOWN finished well in her half-mile move, taking a 

long, slow run to the 1/2 mile pole, moving easily in 12.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing midstretch in 36.1. under 

a hold to the wire in 48.0, final 1/4 in 23.2, galloping out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 101.0, a good work again this week, the Cal-

bred femme seems to be trending the right way of late

04/20/24 B HFTSA

CLASSY 49.4
CLASSY went easily in her half-mile maintenance spin on the 

training track over Tapeta, going off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.4, not asked in 49.4, just a leg stretcher for the older 

maiden filly

04/14/24 M HFTSA

CLEMENTS RIDE 50.0
CLEMENTS RIDE went easier than usual in his half-mile 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, not asked 

in 50.0, just a leg stretcher for the normally poor workhorse, 

who has to be urged on the main track

04/14/24 M HFTSA

CLOONEY 104.0
CLOONEY wore blinkers for this poor five furlong work, we 

picked him up at the 1/2 mile pole in 12.0, slowing noticeably 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, lightly 

niggled through the stretch, barely striding out in 51.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.4. not good at all. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 C- HFTSA
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COALINGA ROAD 48.3
BIG BET JAFINSAFA (B-) working with COALINGA 

ROAD (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

COALINGA ROAD inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 

24.1. neither asked at all to the wire in 48.3, COALINGA 

ROAD up there. BIG BET JAFINSAFA continued solo down 

to the 7/8 pole, not asked in 101.1, decent on both ends

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CODY BOY 47.0
CODY BOY worked early in the a.m., we had the final 1/4 in 

23.3. lightly asked, not a bad work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

COMANCHE COUNTRY (IR 51.0
SORRENTO SKY (M) working with COMMANCHE 

COUNTRY (C) - This team went a half-mile together on the 

training track over Tapeta, COMMANCHE COUNTRY 

starting three lengths in front; SORRENTO SKY ran right on 

by in the stretch, not asked in 50.0, just a leg stretcher. 

COMMANCHE COUNTRY was lightly urged, falling back in 

51.0, not impressive

04/19/24 C HFTSA

CONCORD BRIDGE 38.4
CONCORD BRIDGE went three furlongs on the training track 

over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 13.1, lightly tapped in the 

stretch, up in 38.2, a so-so work

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

CORNELIA FORT 48.2
CORNELIA FORT went off from the 1/2 mile pole in her 

early a.m. move, lightly niggled in 48.2, final furlong in 12.0, 

a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

CORPOSO 49.1
CORPROSO (B-) working with HARD MISSION (B-) - This 

team went easily in their half-mile move, CORPOSO inside; 

The pair went off easily in 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, 

crossing midstretch in 37.2, not asked in 49.1, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

CRITICISM 49.2
CRITICISM (B-) working with PRINCE ABAMA (B-) - Thia 

team wore blinkers for their half-mile move on the training 

track over Tapeta, CRITICISM starting three lengths in front; 

The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, PRINCE ABAMA 

moved within a length passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, 

CRITICISM in 25.2, PRINCE ABAMA was very lightly 

niggled, getting even in 48.4, CRITICISM never asked in 

49.2, they galloped out strongly to the 5/8 pole, PRINCE 

ABAMA in 101.4, CRITICISM in 102.2, decent for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

CROSS EXAMINE 48.0
CROSS EXAMINE looked better than usual in this half-mile 

move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked, finishing well in 

48.0, a decent work this week

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

CROWNING GOLD 48.0
CROWNING GOLD went off from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 

11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.1. 

up in 48.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.0, a 

decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

D' ORO DASH 37.1
D'ORO DASH went on the training track over Tapeta in his 

first three furlong work off the layoff, we had the final 1/4 of 

the work in 24.3, lightly tapped once near the wire, an ok 

work, hard to make a lot of it for the comebacking once raced 

son of Bolt D'Oro, who was second in his only start last 

summer at Del Mar, we will follow as he progresses

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

DADDY JUSTIFY 49.0
DADDY JUSTIFY (B-) working with LIL RICHARDS 

BELLO (B-) - This team went a half-mile together on the 

training track over Tapeta, DADDY JUSTIFY wearing a 

Figure 8 inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.1. DADDY JUSTIFY was very lightly niggled, LIL 

RICHARDS BELLO not asked in 48.4, ok for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

DADSTAR 48.1
MOOSE MITCHELL (B-) working with DADSTAR (C) - 

This team wore blinkers for their gate work, DADSTAR 

inside; The pair broke fine, together early in 12.2, 23.4, 

MOOSE MITCHELL a length in front in 35.3, DADSTAR in 

35.4, MOOSE MITCHELL opened up around the far turn, 

five lengths clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, DADSTAR 

urged, no match when up in 48.2, not impressive for the 

comebacker. MOOSE MITCHELL continued solo, crossing 

midstretch in 59.3, lightly urged, up at the wire in 112.3, faster 

than given, a decent work

04/20/24 C HGFTSA

DAMAZIO 100.2
DAMAZIO worked early in the a.m., splits of 12.1, 24.1, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, lightly asked, but responding in 

100.2, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

DANIEL'S MAGIC 48.3
DANIEL'S MAGIC went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, 

lightly urged through the stretch, up in 48.3, an ok work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

DANZIG TIL DAWN 102.4
AURATIUM (C+) working with DANZIG TIL DAWN (C-) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, AURATIUM 

wearing a Figure 8 inside; We picked them up at the 1/.2 mile 

pole, AURATIUM lightly urged, pulling four lengths clear in 

49.3, much best, but just ok. DANZIG TIL DAWN was urged, 

no match in 50.2, a poor drill. We cannot verify the Official 

times

04/20/24 C- HFTSA

DAPITAN STAR 49.4
DAPITAN STAR looked every bit as bad on the training track 

over Tapeta as he does on dirt, going off from the 1/2 mile 

pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2. urged, falling apart in 50.0, 

pass for sure

04/15/24 C- HFTSA

DE JORIA 100.2
DE JORIA wore blinkers for her decent five furlong move, 

fractions of 12.1, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1. lightly 

niggled, responding in 100.4, not a bad work, better than her 

recent works have been

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

DE' MEDICI 48.2
DE' MEDICI (B-) working with FEEL THE MAGIC (B-) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, FEEL THE 

MAGIC inside; The pair were comfortable early, splits of 

12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.3, 

FEEL THE MAGIC was slightly best in 48.2, galloping out in 

101.1, decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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DEAN MARTINI 102.0
DEAN MARTINI went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 36.4, never asked, a decent 

move. We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

DEFICIT MAJA 48.3
DEFICIT MAJA (C+) working with T ONE D FLOUR FREE 

(C+) - This team went a half-mile together,  T ONE D FLOUR 

FREE with Franco aboard, starting three lengths in front of 

DEFICIT MAJA, who had T. Baze aboard; DEFICIT MAJA 

made up ground in 11.4, a length back passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.1,  T ONE D FLOUR FREE in 12.1, 24.3,  T ONE D 

FLOUR FREE kicked away again into the stretch, three 

lengths clear in 36.3, for both, DEFICIT MAJA was lightly 

asked, 1/2 length back at the wire in 48.3,  T ONE D FLOUR 

FREE was lightly tapped a couple of times, 1/2 length in front 

in 49.1, galloping out on even terms down to the 7/8 pole, 

DEFICIT MAJA in 101.3,  T ONE D FLOUR FREE in 102.1, 

just ok for both

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

DELITEFULL HART 49.0
DEELITEFUL HART (B-) working with SUPREME COAST 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SUPREME COAST starting three lengths in front; 

DEELITEFUL HART moved closer passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.2, SUPREME COAST coming off the rail with a length 

advantage in 24.4, DEELITEFUL HART got even in the 

stretch, a bit best in 48.2, a decent work. SUPREME COAST 

was second best in 49.0, just ok, both horses finished a length 

in front of the Glatt trained SYNTACTIC, who we never saw 

until the wire. We have no idea why the Official Clockers gave 

them the same time?

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

DEN OF INIQUITY (GB) 49.4
DEN OF INIQUITY was not asked in her half-mile 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, not asked 

in 49.4, just a leg stretcher

04/20/24 M HFTSA

DEPARTURE 59.4
DEPARTURE went off from the 5/8 pole, showing speed, 

fractions of 11.3, 23.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, hand 

ridden the final furlong, responding decently in 59.4, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 114.0, a decent work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

DERECHO DANDY 49.0
DERECHO DANDY went easily in this early a.m. half-mile 

move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked in 49.0, not a 

bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

DESERT DAWN 101.0
DESERT DAWN went a full second slower than given in her 

five furlong spin, crawling from the pole, splits of 13.3, 26.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, not asked in 102,0, final 1/4 in 

23.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 114.4, an easy spin

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

DESERT ROCKET 101.3
DESERT ROCKET went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the 

final 3/8 in 36.4, not asked, an ok work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

DEVIL AMONG US 59.4
DEVIL AMONG US came out of the gate, wearing blinkers, 

splits of 12.3, picking it up quickly in 23.4, 35.1, (22.3 middle 

1/4), passing the 1/4 pole in 46.4, (34.1, middle 3/8), asked to 

finish, up in 59.1, faster than given, a good work

04/19/24 B HGFTSA

DEVIL BE ME 48.1
DEVIL BE ME looked ok in this half-mile move, lightly 

niggled in 48.1, final furlong in 12.1. an ok work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

DICEY MO CHARA (GB) 101.0
DICEY MO CHARA finished well in her comeback five 

furlong move, going off slowly, fractions of 13.1, 25.1, 

niggled round the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, 

niggled in the stretch, responding well, up in 100.4, final 1/4 in 

23.4, final 3/8 in 35.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

115.2, a good work for the classy grass mare

04/17/24 B HFTSA

DISCREPANCY 49.1
DISCREPANCY went easily in this half-mile on the training 

track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.3. not asked in 49.1, 

an ok work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

DISKO TRIBUTE 48.3
DISKO TRIBUTE (C+) working with SAWASDEE (C+) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work on the 

training track over Tapeta, SAWASDEE inside; The pair were 

together in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, SAWASDEE 

was lightly urged, DISKO TRIBUTE was fairly hard urged to 

finish a neck in front in 48.4, just ok for both, who should have 

done this easier than they did here

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

DISPOSITION 49.0
DISPOSITION finished well in this half-mile move, wearing a 

figure 8, we had the final 1/4 in 23.4, not asked, a decent 

work. We cannot verify the slowing Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

DIXIE BLAZE 49.2
DIXIE BLAZE (C+) working with STELLAR CAP (C+) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, STELLAR 

CAP inside; The pair went off in 12.1, DIXIE BLAZE was 1/2 

length up passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, STELLAR CAP was 

lightly asked to get even again crossing midstretch in 36.4, 

STELLAR CAP hand ridden, a head in front of DIXIE 

BLAZE< who was not asked much and a bit best in 49.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.4. neither very 

impressive.

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

DONCIC 48.4
DONCIC was not nearly as good as usual in his half-mile 

work, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. lightly urged while making 

a lot of noise, up in 48.3, a disappointing and so-so work as 

the noise is of concern

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

DON'T SWEAR DAVE 101.4
DON'T SWEAR DAVE wore blinkers for this five furlong 

training track work on the Tapeta, going of in 24.2. lightly 

urged in 101.4, just ok, not as good here as he has been 

previously

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

DOS VICIOS 49.2
BET THE CHALK (C+) working with DOS VICIOS (C+) - 

This team went together in their half-mile move, BET THE 

CHALK inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, neither 

asked, neither doing much in 49.2, just ok for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

DR. SOULFIRE 49.1
DR. SOULFIRE went a full second faster than given in this 

half-mile move, openng furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.3, not asked in 48.1, final 

furlong in 11.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.0, a 

decent work for sure

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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DU JOUR 49.0
DU JOUR went easily in his half-mile spin, we had the final 

3/8 in 36.1. not asked a drop, a decent work. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

EAGLES DARE 48.1
EAGLES DARE came out of the gate solo, asked early to 

show a bit of speed, but not quick in 12.4, picking it up in 

24.2, 36.0, asked along, but showing response, up in 48.1, 

galloping out to midstretch in 100.4, up at the wire in 115.0, 

an ok work, the unraced Balance the Books homebred should 

fit with Cal-bred maiden claimers

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

EAGLES FLIGHT 59.4
EAGLES FLIGHT turned in his best work to date going off 

from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 11.4, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 35.1. taken off the rail and not asked at all, finishing up in 

59.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 112.4, a very good 

work for the unraced half brother to Flightline by Curlin, who 

is definitely trending up as he gets closer to his debut

04/18/24 B+ HFTSA

EASTBOUND 59.4
FAUSTO (B) working with EASTBOUND (B-) - This team 

went together in their five furlong work, FAUSTO inside; The 

pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, FAUSTO 

was best late, not asked, 1/2 length in front in 59.2, a good 

work. EASTBOUND was lightly asked, 1/2 length back, 

second best, but better than his last few drills

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

EASTERN OCEAN 102.1
O K ROSE (B-) working with EASTERN OCEAN (B-) - This 

team went five furlongs together on the training track over 

Tapeta, we picked them up near the 1/2 mile pole, O K ROSE 

two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 

12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, both horses were lightly 

urged, finishing how they started in 48.4, OK ROSE remaining 

clear on the gallop out to the 5/8 pole, ok for her, so-so for 

EASTERN OCEAN, who should have been able to make up 

the ground. We cannot verify the slow Official times.

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

EISENHOWER 36.4
CHARLEY PRIDE (B-) working with EISENHOWER (NG) - 

This duo from different barns came out of the gate together, 

CHARLEY PRIDE inside; EISENHOWER broke like a shot 

to clear off immediately, four lengths in front in 12.3, 

galloping out in 25.1, CHARLEY PRIDE was not quick at all, 

four lengths behind in 13.2, picking it up in 24.4, up at the 3/8 

pole in 36.0, (22.3 middle 1/4), galloping out to the 1/4 pole in 

48.2, up at the 1/8 pole in 103.0, a decent work for the unraced 

four-year-old Cal-bred Arrogate gelding, who can run, but 

appears to have absolutely no gate speed. We think he only 

went three furlongs. EISENHOWER received a three furlong 

time, he was definitely up after the opening furlong

04/17/24 NG HGFTSA

EL ONDEADO 48.2
EL ONDEADO (B-) working with PANUCO (C) - This team 

of unraced two-year-old Cal-breds wore blinkers for their half-

mile gate work, EL ONDEADO inside; The pair broke ok, 

both showed speed in 12.0, PANUCO was lightly urged to 

stay with his workmate in 23.1, EL ONDEADO edged a 

length in front in 35.0, PANUCO asked in 35.1, EL 

ONDEADO opened up many lengths when up in 48.1, final 

furlong in 13.1, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.3, an ok 

work for the $7K son of Om, who appears to have speed. 

PANUCO was left back in 49.2, not impressive for the $15K 

Stanford colt, who doesn’t appear to be much

04/19/24 B- HGFTSA

EL REY REY 50.1
EL REY REY was never turned loose in his early a.m. half-

mile maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, we 

had the final 1/4 in 24.4., going very easily, just a leg stretcher. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 M HFTSA

ELEGANT 47.4
ELEGANT (B-) working with HYMNAL (C+) - This team 

went a half-mile together, ELEGANT inside; The pair passed 

the 1/4 pole in 23.4, ELEGANT was not asked, best in 47.4, a 

decent work. HYMNAL was lightly urged, second best, just ok

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

ELIGIO 59.4
ELIGIO was doing his best in his five furlong drill, showing 

speed, splits of 11.3, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, urged 

the entire stretch, up in 100.0, just ok as he was doing his best 

here

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

ELLIE MOORE (IRE) 50.0
ELLIE MOORE wore blinkers for her half-mile training track 

work over Tapeta, fractions of 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.0, lightly asked, slowing late in 49.4, so-so at best

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

ENJOY IT STRAIT 37.2
ENJOY IT STRAIT (B-), GLAMORA (C+) and JACK 

KEROUAC (C+) working together - this trio from different 

barns hooked in together on the training track over Tapeta, 

GLAMORA inside of JACK KEROUAC, who had Frey up, 

leaving the 5/8 pole, spits of 12.4, 25.0, they were a length 

behind ENJOY IT STRAIT, who broke off at the 3/8 pole; 

The threesome maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole, 

GLAMORA and JACK KEROUAC in 37.2, ENJOY IT 

STRAIT in 12.2, ENJOY IT STRAIT was not asked, pulling 

two lengths clear in 37.0, an ok work. GLAMORA and JACK 

KEROUAC were urged, falling two lengths back in 102.1, so-

so for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

EVER SMART 48.0
EVER SMART went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, not asked in 48.0, 

galloping out to the 5/8 pole in 102.3, an ok work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

EXAULTED 48.1
EXAULTED was a bit washy in this half-mile move on the 

training track over Tapeta, going off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.4, niggled a bit in 48.1, an ok work, but not as sharp 

as we have seen him look better

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

EXPRESS TRAIN 59.0
EXPRESS TRAIN washed out profusely again in his five 

furlong comeback drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.0, urged 

fairly hard in 59.1, an ok work, but not nearly as good as his 

works a couple of years ago

04/18/24 B- HFTSA
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FAME 47.2
FAME was asked for a fast work, leaving the 1/2 mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3. urged, but responding in 47.2, an 

ok work, but made to do it

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

FAST GISELLE 47.4
FAST GISELLE went well in her half-mile move, opening 

furlong in 12.2, not asked at all in 47.4, a good work

04/18/24 B HFTSA

FAUSTIN 47.2
LINDA"S GIFT (B), FAUSTIN (B-) and LOORONA (C+) 

working together - This trio from different barns hooked in 

together, LINDA'S GIFT inside of LLORONA, who wore 

blinkers and a Figure 8; LINDA'S GIFT was 1/2 length in 

front in 12.3, four lengths in front of FAUSTIN, who wore 

blinkers breaking off at the 1/2 mile pole;; LINDA'S GIFT 

inched away in 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, LLORONA 

a length back in 24.3, 36.3, FAUSTIN inched closer in 11.3, 

23.2, LINDA'S GIRFT was not asked at all, appearing best in 

100.3, galloping out down to the 7/8pole in 113.2, a good 

work. FAUSTIN was lightly asked, getting even at the wire in 

47.1, lightly asked continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.4, a 

length in front of the galloping out LINDA'S GIFT, a decent 

work. LLORONA was hand ridden, falling two lengths back in 

101.0, galloping out far behind in 116.1, a so-so work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

FAUSTO 59.4
FAUSTO (B) working with EASTBOUND (B-) - This team 

went together in their five furlong work, FAUSTO inside; The 

pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, FAUSTO 

was best late, not asked, 1/2 length in front in 59.2, a good 

work. EASTBOUND was lightly asked, 1/2 length back, 

second best, but better than his last few drills

04/17/24 B HFTSA

FEEL THE MAGIC 48.2
DE' MEDICI (B-) working with FEEL THE MAGIC (B-) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, FEEL THE 

MAGIC inside; The pair were comfortable early, splits of 

12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing midstretch in 36.3, 

FEEL THE MAGIC was slightly best in 48.2, galloping out in 

101.1, decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

FEROCIOUSLY 101.4
FEROCIOUSLY went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, fairly 

hard urged and shown the whip, shortening stride noticeably, 

up in 101.4, not impressive

04/15/24 C HFTSA

FINAL BOSS 100.1
FINAL BOSS went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, showing good zip, splits of 11.4, 23.2, passing the 1/4 

pole in 35.1, niggled in the stretch, slowing a bit near the wire, 

up in 100.0, certainly decent

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

FINAL STORM 50.1
FINAL STORM went easily wearing blinkers with Frey up in 

this half-mile maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.0, 

not asked in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

04/17/24 M HFTSA

FLASHIEST 100.2
FLASHIEST left the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.3, 24.1, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.2, lightly tapped a couple of times, but not 

asked much, up at the wire in 100.2, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole in 114.4, not bad at all off the brief respite

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

FLATTERY 101.2
FLATTERY went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, splits of 12.2, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, 

niggled through the stretch, up in 101.2, galloping out to the 

5/8 pole in 115.2, an ok work, better than last weeks work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

FLEET FEET 101.0
CAPTAIN COOCHIES (B-) working with FLEET FEET 

(C+) - This team went five furlongs together on the training 

track over Tapeta during a very busy time in the a.m., 

CAPTAIN COOCHIES was going easier late in 101.0, both 

caught at the wire by the separate working D'Amato trained 

BALNIKHOV and UNCORKED, ok for CAPTAIN 

CHOOCHIES, just ok for FLEET FEET

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

FLINT STROLL 47.3
FLINT STROLL (B-) working with VEGAS BURNER (B-) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, VEGAS 

BURNER inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.0, both 

lightly asked, responding ok in 47.4, not a bad work for either 

this week

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

FOOLISH 48.4
FOOLISH went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 

11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.1, 

slowing a tad to the wire in 48.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 102.2, just an ok work

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

FORGOTTEN MEMORIES 48.0
SKY SAILING (B-) working with FORGOTTEN 

MEMORIES (C+) - This team went together in their half-mile 

work, both wearing blinkers, SKY SAILING starting a length 

in front; FORGOTTEN MEMORIES made up 1/2 lengths in 

11.4, even passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, SKY SAILING in 

12.0, 24.0, SKY SAILING opened back up crossing 

midstretch in 36.0, then was going extra easily to the wire in 

48.1, galloping out clear down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, a 

decent work, it appears she is going the right way and should 

benefit from a bit easier. FORGOTTEN MEMORIES was 

urged, second best in 48.1, galloping out behind in 101.4, so-

so for her. We do not know why FORGOTTEN MEMORIES 

received the faster time?

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

FORMIDABLE MAN 47.2
FORMIDABLE MAN (B-) working with ST. ELMO (C+) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, we picked 

them up at the 1/4 pole, ST. ELMO inside; FORMIDABLE 

MAN was not asked, pulling a length clear in 24.3, best of the 

duo, a decent work. ST. ELMO was lightly asked, falling a 

length back in 24..4, so-so for him. We don’t think they went 

anywhere close to as fast as the Official Clockers gave them

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

FORTY NINER GOLD 102.1
FORTY NINER GOLD does not give you a lot in the a.m. and 

he wasn’t doing a whole lot in this five furlong training track 

work over Tapeta, splits of 12.3, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.2, very lightly asked, slowing to the wire in 102.1, just ok

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

GILA 49.2
GILA (B-) working with HALVERSON (B-) - This team went 

extremely easily in their half-mile spin, GILA starting two 

lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.2., 

HALVERSON was breezing late, getting even in 49.0, an ok 

work. GIAL was never asked a drop in 49.2, decent as well

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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GIOVINAZZO 59.0
GIOVINAZZO always looks good in the a.m. and this was no 

exception as he went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, crossing the wire in 46.2, not 

asked at all down to the 7/8 pole in 59.0, another very good 

work for the mid-level claimer, who is as this best when he can 

control the pace

04/18/24 B+ HFTSA

GIVE ME THE LUTE 49.4
GIVE ME THE LUTE went faster than given, but didn’t look 

very good doing it on the training track over Tapeta, leaving 

the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, urged along k 

in 49.1. just ok for the old pro, who hasn’t trained all that great 

of late.

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

GLACIER RIM 49.2
GLACIER RIM went easily in this half-mile move on the 

training track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.1., passing 

the 1/4 pole in 24.3, not asked at all in the stretch, up in 49.2, 

an ok work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

GLAMORA (IRE) 102.1
ENJOY IT STRAIT (B-), GLAMORA (C+) and JACK 

KEROUAC (C+) working together - this trio from different 

barns hooked in together on the training track over Tapeta, 

GLAMORA inside of JACK KEROUAC, who had Frey up, 

leaving the 5/8 pole, spits of 12.4, 25.0, they were a length 

behind ENJOY IT STRAIT, who broke off at the 3/8 pole; 

The threesome maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole, 

GLAMORA and JACK KEROUAC in 37.2, ENJOY IT 

STRAIT in 12.2, ENJOY IT STRAIT was not asked, pulling 

two lengths clear in 37.0, an ok work. GLAMORA and JACK 

KEROUAC were urged, falling two lengths back in 102.1, so-

so for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

GLENALL (IRE) 101.3
GLENAL:L (C+) working with WILLA T (C+) - This team 

went together in their five furlong work, GLENALL inside; 

The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.2, neither asked, but both 

slowing late in 101.3, just ok for both

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

GOBERNADORA ELY 36.1
GOBERNADORA ELY (C+) working with UNBRIDLED 

BRIDE (C) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of 

the gate together, UNBRIDLED BRIDE inside; 

GOBERNADORA ELY broke best and was always clear, 

splits of 12.2, 24.2, up in 36.4, just ok. UNBRIDLED BRIDE 

broke slowly an chased throughout in 12.4, 24.4, lightly urged 

in 37.1, not impressive. Both horses went slower than given.

04/17/24 C+ HGFTSA

GOING OM 35.0
GOING OM showed speed in her first three furlong work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 11.4, crossing midstretch in 23.2, not 

asked in 35.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 49.1, a 

decent work for the Harris Farm homebred daughter of Om, 

who isn't very far along, but seems worth following

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

GOLD FOOT 48.2
GOLD FOOT went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, fractions of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. very 

lightly niggled in the stretch, up in 48.2, a decent work

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

GOLD PHOENIX (IRE) 49.3
GOLD PHOENIX (B-) working with ASHLEYS 

SANDCASTLE (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-

mile training track work over Tapeta, GOLD PHOENIX 

inside; The pair were together in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.4. GOLD PHOENIX was lightly niggled, a neck best at the 

wire in 49.2, getting out on the gallop out while still in front 

down to the 5/8 pole in 103.1, an ok work. ASHLEYS 

SANDCASTLE was lightly niggled, a bit second best, a neck 

back at the wire, just ok

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

GOLDEN TEMPER 101.0
GOLDEN TEMPER (B-) working with ANNIE'S HOPE 

(C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, GOLDEN 

TEMPER starting two lengths in front; The pair got even 

crossing midstretch, ANNIE'S HOPE in 48.1, GOLDEN 

TEMPER in 48.3, GOLDEN TEMPER was not asked, turning 

back her workmate to edge a length clear again at the wire, 

receiving the slower time of 101.0, but best, an ok work. 

ANNIE'S HOPE was urged, giving ground in 100.4, getting 

the faster time, but definitely second best, a so-so work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

GOLIAD 114.1
GOLIAD (B-) working with JOYRIDER (C+) - This team 

went together on the training track over Tapeta, JOYRIDER 

inside; The pair went off in 37.2, picked it up around the far 

turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.0, GOLIAD was very lightly 

niggled, waiting on his workmate, then pulling clear late, 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 114.1, galloping out well in front, a decent 

work. JOYRIDER was hand ridden and caught a firm whip, 

second best, 1 1/2 lengths back in 114.2, just ok this week, not 

as good as his previous two works.

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

GOODFELLA (IRE) 101.4
LEADING (B-) working with GOODFELLA (C-) - This team 

went five furlongs together, wearing Figure 8's, LEADING 

starting a length in front; LEADING opened up in the stretch, 

lightly asked in 100.0, an ok work, but not as good as the time 

would indicate, GOODFELLA was badly beaten urged along, 

giving no response in 101.4, not good for the Euro import.

04/20/24 C- HFTSA

GOODFELLA (IRE) 49.2
LEADING (B-) working with GOODFELLA (C+) - This team 

went a half-mile together on the training track over Tapeta, 

LEADING wearing a Figure 8 inside; The pair went off in 

12.2. LEADING edged 1/2 length in front passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.2, then opened up several lengths into the stretch, the 

rider waited on his workmate, finishing 1 1/4 lengths in front 

in 49.1, never asked, galloping out far in front, able to win by 

a lot more, certainly decent. GOODFELLA was outrun several 

lengths into the stretch, then was urged to get closer late in 

49.2, so-so at best

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

GRACE PERIOD (FR) 49.1
GRACE PERIOD (B-) working with VANCOUGAR (M) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 

mile pole, GRACE PERIOD starting a neck in front; The pair 

were close passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, GRACE PERIOD 

pulled four lengths clear in 49.1. not asked, a decent work. 

VANCOUGAR was not concerned with his company, on his 

own to the wire in 50.0, just a leg stretcher

04/18/24 B- HFTSA
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GRAZED 49.0
GRAZED (B-) working with ROSTOVSKY (C+) - This team 

wore blinkers for their half-mile work on the training track 

over Tapeta, GRAZED inside; The pair went off in 12.2. 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. GRAZED was a bit best, not 

asked, a long head in front in 49.0, galloping out to the 5/8 

pole in 102.3, an ok work. ROSTOVSKY was niggled late, a 

bit second best, just ok.

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

GRAZED MY HEART 103.4
GRAZED MY HEART was given a five furlong clocking on 

the training track over Tapeta, we had the final 1/2 of the 

work, moving slowly in 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, not 

asked at all in 51.1, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/14/24 M HFTSA

GREASE MISSLE 100.0
GREASE MISSILE went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.0, 

24.0, 36.0, urged in the stretch, responding ok, up in 100.0, an 

ok work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

GREY AREA 37.1
LEGITIFY (B-) working with GREY AREA (C+) - This duo 

from different barns came out of the gate together, LEGITIFY 

inside; The pair broke ok, opening furlong in 12.3, close in 

24.1, LEGITIFY was not asked, pulling a length clear in 37.0, 

an ok work. GREY AREA was lightly asked in 37.1, falling a 

length back, just ok for the unraced $9K two-year-old Graydar 

gelding, who was working with a talented older horse

04/17/24 C+ HGFTSA

GREYLIGHT 101.0
GREYLIGHT went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/4 

in 24.4. urged along, looking sloppy late, not visually 

impressive. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 C HFTSA

HALFWAY LINE (GB) 101.0
HALFWAY LINE went five furlongs on the training track 

over Tapeta, splits of 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, in 

hand to the wire in 101.1, a decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

HALVERSON 49.0
GILA (B-) working with HALVERSON (B-) - This team went 

extremely easily in their half-mile spin, GILA starting two 

lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.2., 

HALVERSON was breezing late, getting even in 49.0, an ok 

work. GIAL was never asked a drop in 49.2, decent as well

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

HANDSOME HARRY 101.2
HANDSOME HARRY (C+) working with ROGUE SON 

(C+) - This team appeared modest in their five furlong work, 

lightly urged in 101.2, so-so for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

HANG THE MOON 49.3
HANG THE MOON went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 24.2. not asked at all, a 

decent move. We cannot verify the official time

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

HARD MISSION 49.1
CORPROSO (B-) working with HARD MISSION (B-) - This 

team went easily in their half-mile move, CORPOSO inside; 

The pair went off easily in 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, 

crossing midstretch in 37.2, not asked in 49.1, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

HAWKER 58.2
HAWKER went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/4 in 

23.3, very lightly niggled, looking good. We cannot verify the 

Official time, but he looked good visually

04/18/24 B HFTSA

HAYLEY LEVADE 100.0
HAYLEY LAVADE is a good workhorse and she showed that 

again here in her five furlong move, splits of 12.1, 24.1, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1. not asked in 100.0, final 1/4 in 

23.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.4, a good 

work, but typical of her in the a.m., she may need a slight drop 

for her best

04/17/24 B HFTSA

HEADED FOR OM 49.2
HEADED FOR OM went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 36.3, lightly asked, an ok 

work. We cannot verify the Official time on the Cal-bred three-

year-old filly, who was third vs older Cal-bred N1X and is 

eligible for restricted starters

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

HEART HEADED 47.0
HEART HEADED (B) working with PERFECT IN GRAY 

(B) - This team went a half-mile together, HEART HEADED 

inside; The pair went off in 12.0, PERFECT IN GRAY was 

not asked at all, slightly best in 47.0, a good work. HEART 

HEADED was very lightly niggled inside, second best, but 

still a good work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

HEART OF THE NIGHT 100.4
HEART OF THE NIGHT wore a Figure 8 for her 

disappointing five furlong training track work over Tapeta, 

going off way too quickly, opening 1/4 in 23.1, moving nicely 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 34.4, lightly 

niggled, slowing badly the final furlong, up in 100.4, final 1/4 

in 26.0, noticeably shortening stride, a so-so work at best., but 

this can be attributed to pilot error

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

HELGA BRANDT (IRE) 48.3
HELGA BRANDT went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, not asked at 

all, skipping along to the wire, a decent work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

HELLADIC 49.2
HELLADIC pulled hard early in this early a.m. half-mile 

move on the training track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 

11.3. not asked, slowing late in 49.2, an ok work as he could 

have gone faster if let run late

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

HENNYS CRAZY TRAIN 100.3
HENNYS CRAZY TRAIN went easily in her five furlong 

spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, not asked a drop in 100.3, a 

decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

HERECOMEGEORGIEBOY 101.3
HERECOMEGEORGIEBOY did not impress on the training 

track over Tapeta in his five furlong work, wearing blinkers, 

showing speed, splits of 12.0, 23.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.4, urged and tapped the entire stretch, switching back to his 

wrong lead late while slowing, up in 101.2. not a good work

04/19/24 C HFTSA
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HERON BAY 48.3
HERON BAY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, moving very 

slowly early, opening furlong in 13.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

25.2, lightly asked crossing midstretch in 37.0, she would not 

switch leads despite the riders best attempts, still finishing fast 

in 48.3, final 1/4 in 23.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

102.1, ok timewise with a fast final 1/4, but not visually 

impressive doing it.

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

HEYWOODS BEACH 100.4
HEYWOODS BEACH went five furlongs on the training track 

over the Tapeta, splits of 12.1, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.0, lightly tapped into the stretch, urged and shown the whip, 

doing his best in 100.4, a so-so work

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

HOT BOX 51.1
HOT BOX wore blinkers for his half-mile training track over a 

Tapeta surface he didn’t seem to handle very well, crawling 

early in 13.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.1, niggled along, 

never appearing very comfortable, up in 51.0, a so-so work, 

we think he likes the grass much better

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

HOT LEGS ROMOLO 100.2
HOT LEGS ROMOLO (B-) working with BENSTER (C) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, HOT LEGS 

ROMOLO wearing blinkers with Gutierrez aboard inside; The 

pair were together, moving along in 12.0, 23.2, BENSTER 

was asked to stay together around the far turn, passing the 1/4 

pole in 35.1, HOT LEGS ROMOLO was not asked at all, five 

lengths clear at the wire in 100.1, galloping out in 115.0, a 

decent work. BENSTER was urged, no match in 101.1, not 

impressive

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

HOTITUDE 101.0
HOTITUDE went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, splits of 12.2. 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, 

lightly urged to midstretch then urged the final furlong, 

showing response in 100.4, a decent work for the comebacking 

eight--year-old Cal-bred mare, who is a few works from 

returning and appears to still have a little life left

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

HOW ABOUT PAVEL 48.2
HOW ABOUT PAVEL (B-), KNIGHTWITHLOUIS (B-) and 

ODIES MEMORY LANE (B-) working together - This trio of 

unraced two-year-old Reddam homebred fillies came out of 

the gate together, HOW ABOUT PAVEL inside, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIE between horses and ODIES 

MEMORY LANE outside; HOW ABOUT PAVEL and 

ODIE'S MEMORY LANE broke fine to lead in 12.3,, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS broke slowly two lengths back in 13.0, 

they were within 1/2 length in 24.2, ODIES MEMORY LANE 

was a head in front in 36.0, all mostly up there, ODIES 

MEMORY LANE galloped out two lengths in front in 48.3, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS and HOW ABOUT PAVEL in 49.0, 

ok for all three, who only went three furlongs in our opinion.

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

HULA CANDY 100.4
HULA CANDY looked decent in his five furlong move, 

fractions of 12.1. 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, not asked 

in 100.4, not bad at all.

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

HURRICANE WAY 50.3
HURRICANE WAY went a half-mile in this maintenance spin 

on the training track over Tapeta, wearing blinkers, opening 

furlong in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2. lightly niggled in 

50.2, just a leg stretcher

04/14/24 M HFTSA

HYMNAL 47.4
ELEGANT (B-) working with HYMNAL (C+) - This team 

went a half-mile together, ELEGANT inside; The pair passed 

the 1/4 pole in 23.4, ELEGANT was not asked, best in 47.4, a 

decent work. HYMNAL was lightly urged, second best, just ok

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

I DON'T GET IT 100.0
I DON'T GET IT went well with Gutierrez aboard, splits of 

12.3, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, not asked much, 

finishing well in 100.0, final 1/4 in 23.3, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 113.0, a nice work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

I'M A BAD BOY 35.0
I'M A BAD BOY (B) working with LULA BELLA (B-) - This 

team f unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

LULA BELLA inside; I'M A BAD BOY was quicker early, 

LULA BELLA broke a bit slowly then was a bit flat footed, 

I'M A BAD BOY leading in 12.1, LULA BELLA in 12.3, 

LULA BELLA was urged to get even in 23.3, I'M A BAD 

BOY was not asked, appearing best in 34.4. a good work, tab 

at first asking. LULA BELLA was niggled in 34.4, second 

best, but certainly decent

04/17/24 B HGFTSA

I'M A GAMBLER (IRE) 100.4
BAD SNEAKERS (B-) working with I'M A GAMBLER (B-) - 

This team went five furlongs together on the training track 

over Tapeta, I'M A GAMBLER inside; The pair were together 

in 12.2, 24.2, neither asked much in 100.4, decent for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

IMA JOKER 48.0
IMA JOKER (B) working with LOVIN' ON THE RUN (B-) - 

This team went together in their half-mile move, LOVIN' ON 

THE RUN inside; The pair turned in even splits of 24.0 for a 

48.0 final time, IMA JOKER was under a huge hold outside, 

able to go faster if let run at all, a good work. LOVIN' ON 

THE RUN was not asked, but not going as well, still a decent 

work

04/18/24 B HFTSA

IN DUE TIME 49.4
IN DUE TIME went easily in her half-mile move, we had the 

final 3/8 in 36.4, never asked at all, not a bad work. We cannot 

verify the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

IN SUSPENSE 49.0
IN SUSPENSE finished well in his early a.m. half-mile move, 

going off in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, not asked at all 

in 49.0, final 1/4 in 23.1. galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

102.0, a good work

04/20/24 B HFTSA

IN WITHOUT KNOCKIN 48.4
IN WITHOUT KNOCKIN (B-) working with PAY TRIBUTE 

(B-) - This team came out of the gate together, IN WITHOUT 

KNOCKIN inside of PAY TRIBUTE, who had Maldonado 

aboard; IN WITHOUT KNOCKIN bobbled a few strides out, 

neither overly quick in 12.4, 24.2, 36.1, PAY TRIBUTE was a 

bit best in 48.2, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.0, ok 

enough for both

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA
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IN YOUR FACE 36.3
IN YOUR FACE (B-) working with UPLIFT (C+) - This team 

went three furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, IN 

YOUR FACE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.3. IN 

YOUR FACE a head in front in 36.3, galloping out 3/4 length 

in front to the 5/8 pole in 49.2, a decent work, UPLIFT was a 

bit second best, just ok

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

INCREDIBLE SHOT 102.0
INCREDIBLE SHOT (C+) working with NATIONAL 

GENERAUX (C+) - This team went five furlongs on the 

training track over Tapeta, NATIONAL GENERAUX inside; 

The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.4, both horses were lightly 

urged, slowing late in 102.0, neither doing a whole lot here

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

INDISPENSABLE 113.1
INDISPENSABLE went off from the 3/4 pole, relaxed early in 

12.3, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.1, urged to finish, but 

showing response in 113.1, final 1/4 in 24.0, not a bad work, 

but made to do it

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

INSTINCT D' ORO 48.0
INSTINCT D' ORO (B-) working with SQUARE D' ORO (B-

) - This team of Gato D'Oro homebred's came out of the gate 

together, INSTINCT D' ORO inside; The pair broke ok, 

together in 12.2, 23.2, 35.3, up in 48.0, ok for both

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

INVINCIBLE MOLLY (GB) 48.0
INVINCIBLE MOLLY went a half-mile on the training track 

over tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3., very lightly niggled 

in 48.0, an ok work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

IRISH PROPHET 50.3
IRISH PROPHET went easily in this half-mile maintenance 

spin, moving slowly early, splits of 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 25.3, crossing midstretch in 38.0, not asked in 50.3, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.1, just a leg stretcher

04/18/24 M HFTSA

IRISH ROSE 114.2
IRISH ROSE went steadily in this six furlong move on the 

training track over Tapeta, fractions of 12.2. 24.1, 36.4, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 48.4, never really asked, up in 114.1, 

not bad at all

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

IRRESISTIBLE FORCE 47.2
IRRESISTIBLE FORCE went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta, showing speed in 23.1, lightly asked in 47.2, an 

ok work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

ISLAND CRUISER 100.2
ISLAND CRUISER looked better this week in this five 

furlong work, opening 1/4 in 24.3. niggled to finish in 100.2, a 

decent work for the often ordinary worker

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

IT'S MY HOUSE 101.1
IT'S MY HOUSE is generally a really good workhorse but he 

didn’t look nearly as good on the training track over Tapeta as 

he does on the main track, leaving the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.0, 

24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, lightly urged and tapped to 

deep stretch, asked late, slowing in 101.1, final 1/4 in 25.2, a 

so-so work, we think this one needs the main track for his best

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

IT'S MY WORLD 48.3
AMERICAN GLORY (C+) working with IT'S MY WORLD 

(C+) - This team went a half-mile together, we had the final 

3/8 of the work, IT'S MY WORLD inside, the pair were 

lightly urged in 36.0, just ok for both. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

IT'S THIRSTY TIME 52.1
IT'S THIRSTY TIME (C+) working with LIL' BIT BOSSY 

(C) - This team of unraced two-year-olds wore Figure 8's for 

their half-mile training track work over Tapeta, IT'S 

THIRSTY TIME inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 25.3, 

IT'S THIRSTY TIME was slightly best in 52.1, hard to make 

much of this for the $65K Stay Thirsty colt. LIL' BIT BOSSY 

appeared very green, second best, not impressive for the 

homebred Phantom Boss filly at this stage

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

JACK KEROUAC 102.1
ENJOY IT STRAIT (B-), GLAMORA (C+) and JACK 

KEROUAC (C+) working together - this trio from different 

barns hooked in together on the training track over Tapeta, 

GLAMORA inside of JACK KEROUAC, who had Frey up, 

leaving the 5/8 pole, spits of 12.4, 25.0, they were a length 

behind ENJOY IT STRAIT, who broke off at the 3/8 pole; 

The threesome maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole, 

GLAMORA and JACK KEROUAC in 37.2, ENJOY IT 

STRAIT in 12.2, ENJOY IT STRAIT was not asked, pulling 

two lengths clear in 37.0, an ok work. GLAMORA and JACK 

KEROUAC were urged, falling two lengths back in 102.1, so-

so for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

JACK KEROUAC 101.1
LEISUREWEAR (B-) working with JACK KEROUAC (C+) - 

This team went five furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, 

JACKK KEROUAC wearing blinkers inside; The pair were 

together, fractions of 12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

LEISUREWEAR was very lightly niggled, finishing a neck in 

front in 101.1, an ok work. JACK KEROUAC was urged 

along the rail falling a neck back at the wire, so-so at best

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

JESSEBEAR 49.3
JESSEBEAR went easily in her half-mile spin, passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.0, not asked at all in 49.3, an ok work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

JOHANNES 49.0
JOHANNES went extra easily throughout his half-mile spin, 

even splits of 24.3 for a 49.1 final time, the riding standing up 

in the saddle, a decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

JOYRIDER 114.1
GOLIAD (B-) working with JOYRIDER (C+) - This team 

went together on the training track over Tapeta, JOYRIDER 

inside; The pair went off in 37.2, picked it up around the far 

turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.0, GOLIAD was very lightly 

niggled, waiting on his workmate, then pulling clear late, 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 114.1, galloping out well in front, a decent 

work. JOYRIDER was hand ridden and caught a firm whip, 

second best, 1 1/2 lengths back in 114.2, just ok this week, not 

as good as his previous two works.

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA
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JUDICIOUS 101.0
JUDICIOUS (C+) working with KEEP MOVIN' ON (C) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 5/8 

pole, KEEP MOVIN' ON starting three lengths in front; The 

pair maintained their positions in 12.3, KEEP MOVIN' ON 

was hard urged to remain three lengths in front in 101.0, doing 

his best, not impressive. JUDICIOUS was lightly urged, 

finishing the same three lengths back she started in 101.0, 

perhaps best, but so-so for the unraced homebred Constitution 

filly.

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

JUST A GUESS 100.3
JUST A GUESS (B-) working with PUTT FOR DOUGH (B-

) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 3/8 

of the work, PUTT FOR DOUGH 3/4 length in front of JUST 

A GUESS, who wore blinkers with Gutierrez up; The pair 

maintained their positions passing the 1/4/ pole in 12.2. PUTT 

FOR DOUGH was lightly niggled, JUST A GUESS was very 

lightly asked late, finishing together in 36.4, PUTT FOR 

DOUGH galloping out in front, ok for both. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

JUSTIQUE 59.3
JUSTIQUE (B) working with ALPHA OMEGA (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, ALPHA OMEGA 

starting 1/2 length in front; The pair maintained their 

positions, moving quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.0, JUSTIQUE 

was even passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1, JUSTIQUE was not 

asked, pulling a length clear in 59.3, a good work, one of her 

rare good works over the Santa Anita main track, ALPHA 

OMEGA was lightly urged, falling back in 59.4, a decent work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

KAHUNA MAGIC 104.3
KAHUNA MAGIC was never doing much in his five furlong 

work, crawling along through splits of 13.1, 26.2, passing the 

1/4 pole in 39.3, he picked it up a bit when challenged by the 

separate Ellis gate worker near midstretch MENDELSSOHN'S 

MUSIC, who was up there), lightly urged late in 104.3, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 118.1, hard to like this a 

whole lot

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

KANTHARA 101.4
KANTHARA went easily in her five furlong move, opening 

furlong in 12.3, not asked in 101.4. not a bad work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

KEEN TO GO 49.0
KEEN TO GO (B-) working with ULTIMATE GAMBLE (B-

) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

ULTIMATE GAMBLE breaking out of the gate solo, asked a 

bit to get going, not quick early, splits of 13.1, 25.4, he was 

1/2 length in front of KEEN TO GO as that one broke off from 

the 1/2 mile pole; The pair maintained their positions, KEEN 

TO GO in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, ULTIMATE 

GAMBLE in 38.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.3, KEEN TO 

GO was not asked, 3/4 length up at the wire in 49.1, galloping 

out in front down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, a decent work. 

ULTIMATE GAMBLE was not really asked, the rider letting 

his company go right near the wire, up in 115.1, slower than 

given, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 128.4, not a bad 

work for gate work this far, he should get plenty of air from 

this work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

KEEP DANCIN NICK 50.3
KEEP DANCIN NICK (C+) working with ONE SMOKIN 

DUDE (C+) - This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-old 

colts went together on the training track over Tapeta in their 

half-mile work, ONE SMOKIN DUDE inside; We had the 

final 1/4 in a slow 26.2, neither asked, but neither doing 

anything at all. KEEP DANCING NICK is a $48K RNA Stay 

Thirsty colt, ONE SMOKIN DUDE is a $90K son of 

Smokem, both need to do better than this, perhaps they didn’t 

are for the synthetic. We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

KEEP IT COMING 101.2
ALL DIALED IN (B-) working with KEEP IT COMING 

(C+) - This team of Cal-bred chestnuts went five furlongs 

together, ALL DIALED IN inside; ALL DIALED IN was best, 

not asked in 101.2, not a bad work. KEEP IT COMING was 

urged, second best, just ok

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

KEEP MOVIN' ON 101.0
JUDICIOUS (C+) working with KEEP MOVIN' ON (C) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 5/8 

pole, KEEP MOVIN' ON starting three lengths in front; The 

pair maintained their positions in 12.3, KEEP MOVIN' ON 

was hard urged to remain three lengths in front in 101.0, doing 

his best, not impressive. JUDICIOUS was lightly urged, 

finishing the same three lengths back she started in 101.0, 

perhaps best, but so-so for the unraced homebred Constitution 

filly.

04/20/24 C HFTSA

KETONIA (FR) 48.0
SCHOOL DANCE (B) working with KETONIA (B-) - This 

team went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

KETONIA inside of SCHOOL DANCE, who had Franco 

aboard; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, 

SCHOOL DANCE was not asked at all, appearing best in 

48.0, KETONIA niggled to stay together, KETONIA galloped 

out a length in front to the 5/8 pole in 101.3, SCHOOL 

DANCE in 101.4, a good work for SCHOOL DANCE, decent 

for KETONIA

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

KING OF GOSFORD (GB) 47.4
KING OF GOSFORD (B) working with LUCKY GIRL (B-) - 

This team went 1/2 mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

LUCKY GIRL starting five lengths in front of KING OF 

GOSFORD, who wore blinkers; LUCKY GIRL pulled a 

length further clear in 12.1, KING OF GOSFORD in 12.2, 

they got back how they started passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, 

LUCKY GIRL floated off the fence into the stretch, allowing 

KING OF GOSFORD room to rally, they finished together, 

KING OF GOSFORD in 47.3, best of the duo a good work. 

LUCKY GIRL was not asked, a bit second best in 48.3, not a 

bad work

04/20/24 B HFTSA

KINGS RIVER KNIGHT 48.1
KINGS RIVER KNIGHT went a half-mile on the training 

track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 23.4, lightly niggled through the stretch, up in 48.1, a 

decent work for the classy Cal-bred

04/14/24 B- HFTSA
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KISNA 101.3
ARROWTHEGREAT (B-) working with KISNA (B-) - This 

team wore blinkers for their five furlong work, we had the 

final 1/2 of the work, ARROWTHEGREAT inside; The pair 

were going easily in 12.2, they passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, 

ARROWTHEGREAT was not asked, a head in front of 

KISNA, who was lightly asked in 49.1, ARROWTHEGREAT 

galloping out a length in front down to the 7/8 pole in 102.2, 

KISNA in 102.3, a decent work for both. KISNA, was a bit 

second best, but the unraced Om homebred kept up with an 

older allowance winner in his second five furlong work and 

appears to have some run

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

KITTY KITANA (GB) 101.1
KITTY KITANA (B-) working with LEGITIMATE TARGET 

(B-) - This team went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, both wearing blinkers, KITTY KITANA with Franco 

aboard inside of LEGITIMATE TARGET, who had Laprida 

aboard; The pair went off in 24.2, neither asked in 101.1, ok 

for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS 48.2
HOW ABOUT PAVEL (B-), KNIGHTWITHLOUIS (B-) and 

ODIES MEMORY LANE (B-) working together - This trio of 

unraced two-year-old Reddam homebred fillies came out of 

the gate together, HOW ABOUT PAVEL inside, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIE between horses and ODIES 

MEMORY LANE outside; HOW ABOUT PAVEL and 

ODIE'S MEMORY LANE broke fine to lead in 12.3,, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS broke slowly two lengths back in 13.0, 

they were within 1/2 length in 24.2, ODIES MEMORY LANE 

was a head in front in 36.0, all mostly up there, ODIES 

MEMORY LANE galloped out two lengths in front in 48.3, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS and HOW ABOUT PAVEL in 49.0, 

ok for all three, who only went three furlongs in our opinion.

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

KNOWN IDEA 47.0
KNOWN IDEA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening 

furlong in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, lightly urged, 

responding in 47.2, a decent work for the Cal-bred

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

L SQUARED 37.3
L SQUARED (C+) working with WILDFANG (C+) - This 

team went three furlongs over the training track on Tapeta, 

WILDFANG inside of L SQUARED, who wore blinkers; The 

pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.2, WILD FANG was lightly 

urged, L SQUARED not asked, up in 37.3, so-so for both

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

LA DEUXIEME ETOILE 114.2
LA DEUXIEME ETOILE (B-) working with VLAHOS (B-) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LA DEUXIEME 

ETOILE, with Gutierrez up, starting three lengths in front of 

VLAHOS, who wore blinkers with Maldonado aboard; LA 

DEUXIEME ETOILE increased her advantage in 12,0, 24.0, 

VLAHOS taken seven lengths back early in 12.4, five lengths 

in 24.2, they got back to how they started passing the 1/4 pole 

in 36.2, VLAHOS got even in the stretch, neither asked a 

drop, VLAHOS up at the wire in 101.0, LA DEUXIEME 

ETOILE up in 101.3, they galloped out together down to the 

7/8 pole, VLAHOS in 114.0, LA DEUXIEME ETOILE in 

114.3, decent for both. Both horses definitely should have 

received five furlongs clockings as they were both up at the 

wire and they should have only been separated three lengths

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

LA PALOMA BLANCA 49.3
LA PALOMA BLANCA had Franco aboard for her easy half-

mile jaunt, openng furlong in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.4, taken off the rail into the stretch, crossing midstretch in 

37.0, not asked in 49.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

104.0, an ok work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

LADY CRUISER 48.0
LADY CRUISER looked much better than usual in her half-

mile move, opening furlong in 12.1. not asked in 48.0, a 

decent work this week

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

LAKOTA SPIRIT 102.3
CALI BAY (M) working with LAKOTA SPIRIT (M) - This 

team went extra easily throughout their five furlong 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, LAKOTA 

SPIRIT starting a length in front of CALI BAY, who had 

Fresu aboard; the pair maintained their positions in 13.1. 

neither were turned loose, finsihing together, CALI BAY in 

102.2, LAKOTA SPIRIT in 102.3, just leg stretchers for both

04/14/24 M HFTSA

LAST CALL PAUL 46.4
LAST CALL PAUL (B-) working with BONITA LEONA 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, LAST 

CALL PAUL inside of BONITA LEONA, who wore blinkers; 

The pair flew early, opening furlong in 11.0, LAST CALL 

PAUL just in front passing the 1/4 pole in 22.3, BONITA 

LEONA already being asked, LAST CALL PAUL was lightly 

urged, just in front crossing midstretch in 34.2, BONITA 

LEONA hard urged, LAST CALL PAUL was fairly hard 

asked while best to the wire, 1/2 length in front in 46.3, 

galloping out clear down to the 7/8 pole in 100.2, an ok work. 

BONITA LEONA was all-out, second best in 46.3,, galloping 

out four lengths back in 101.1, just ok as she was dong her 

very best

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

LAUGIER NIGHT (IRE) 47.4
LAUGIER NIGHT wore blinkers for this half-mile training 

track move over Tapeta with Frey aboard, we had the final 1/4 

in 24.0, under a hold to the wire, a good work. We cannot 

verify the Official time

04/15/24 B HFTSA

LE MANS 48.0
WINTERFELL (B-) working with LE MANS (C+) - This 

team went a half-mile together, LE MANS wearing blinkers 

inside; The pair were together in 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.0, WINTERFELL was not 

asked, a neck best in 47.3, LE MANS hand ridden, finishing a 

neck back, galloping out together down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.2, decent for WINTERFELL, just ok for LE MANS

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

LEADING 49.1
LEADING (B-) working with GOOD FELLA (C+) - This 

team went a half-mile together on the training track over 

Tapeta, LEADING wearing a Figure 8 inside; The pair went 

off in 12.2. LEADING edged 1/2 length in front passing the 

1/4 pole in 24.2, then opened up several lengths into the 

stretch, the rider waited on his workmate, finishing 1 1/4 

lengths in front in 49.1, never asked, galloping out far in front, 

able to win by a lot more, certainly decent. GOOD FELLA 

was outrun several lengths into the stretch, then was urged to 

get closer late in 49.2, so-so at best

04/14/24 B- HFTSA
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LEADING 100.0
LEADING (B-) working with GOODFELLA (C-) - This team 

went five furlongs together, wearing Figure 8's, LEADING 

starting a length in front; LEADING opened up in the stretch, 

lightly asked in 100.0, an ok work, but not as good as the time 

would indicate, GOODFELLA was badly beaten urged along, 

giving no response in 101.4, not good for the Euro import.

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

LEADING THE PACE 49.2
LEADING THE PACE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, lightly asked, up in 49.2, just ok 

this week

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

LEGITIFY (IRE) 37.0
LEGITIFY (B-) working with GREY AREA (C+) - This duo 

from different barns came out of the gate together, LEGITIFY 

inside; The pair broke ok, opening furlong in 12.3, close in 

24.1, LEGITIFY was not asked, pulling a length clear in 37.0, 

an ok work. GREY AREA was lightly asked in 37.1, falling a 

length back, just ok for the unraced $9K two-year-old Graydar 

gelding, who was working with a talented older horse

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

LEGITIMATE TARGET (GB) 101.1
KITTY KITANA (B-) working with LEGITIMATE TARGET 

(B-) - This team went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, both wearing blinkers, KITTY KITANA with Franco 

aboard inside of LEGITIMATE TARGET, who had Laprida 

aboard; The pair went off in 24.2, neither asked in 101.1, ok 

for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

LEISUREWEAR (IRE) 101.1
LEISUREWEAR (B-) working with JACK KEROUAC (C+) - 

This team went five furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, 

JACKK KEROUAC wearing blinkers inside; The pair were 

together, fractions of 12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

LEISUREWEAR was very lightly niggled, finishing a neck in 

front in 101.1, an ok work. JACK KEROUAC was urged 

along the rail falling a neck back at the wire, so-so at best

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

LEISUREWEAR (IRE) 48.4
LEISURWEAR went easily on the training track over Tapeta 

in her half-mile spin, we had the final 3/8 in 36.1. never asked, 

a decent move,. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

LEOPARDESS (GB) 48.1
LEOPARDESS went off from the 1/.2 mile pole, opening 

furlong in 12.1, not asked in 48.1, a decent work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

LEYAS CANDY 48.4
LEYAS CANDY was in hand in this half-mile move, opening 

furlong in 12.2. never asked in 48.4, a decent work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

LIL' BIT BOSSY 52.1
IT'S THIRSTY TIME (C+) working with LIL' BIT BOSSY 

(C) - This team of unraced two-year-olds wore Figure 8's for 

their half-mile training track work over Tapeta, IT'S 

THIRSTY TIME inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 25.3, 

IT'S THIRSTY TIME was slightly best in 52.1, hard to make 

much of this for the $65K Stay Thirsty colt. LIL' BIT BOSSY 

appeared very green, second best, not impressive for the 

homebred Phantom Boss filly at this stage

04/19/24 C HFTSA

LIL RICHARDS BELLO 49.0
DADDY JUSTIFY (B-) working with LIL RICHARDS 

BELLO (B-) - This team went a half-mile together on the 

training track over Tapeta, DADDY JUSTIFY wearing a 

Figure 8 inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.1. DADDY JUSTIFY was very lightly niggled, LIL 

RICHARDS BELLO not asked in 48.4, ok for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

LINCOLN HAWK (IRE) 102.1
LINCOLN HAWK went easily in this five furlong 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, going off 

slowly in 25.2. not asked at all in 102.1, just a very easy leg 

stretcher

04/14/24 M HFTSA

LINDA'S GIFT 100.3
LINDA"S GIFT (B), FAUSTIN (B-) and LOORONA (C+) 

working together - This trio from different barns hooked in 

together, LINDA'S GIFT inside of LLORONA, who wore 

blinkers and a Figure 8; LINDA'S GIFT was 1/2 length in 

front in 12.3, four lengths in front of FAUSTIN, who wore 

blinkers breaking off at the 1/2 mile pole;; LINDA'S GIFT 

inched away in 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, LLORONA 

a length back in 24.3, 36.3, FAUSTIN inched closer in 11.3, 

23.2, LINDA'S GIRFT was not asked at all, appearing best in 

100.3, galloping out down to the 7/8pole in 113.2, a good 

work. FAUSTIN was lightly asked, getting even at the wire in 

47.1, lightly asked continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.4, a 

length in front of the galloping out LINDA'S GIFT, a decent 

work. LLORONA was hand ridden, falling two lengths back in 

101.0, galloping out far behind in 116.1, a so-so work

04/20/24 B HFTSA

LLORONA 101.0
LINDA"S GIFT (B), FAUSTIN (B-) and LOORONA (C+) 

working together - This trio from different barns hooked in 

together, LINDA'S GIFT inside of LLORONA, who wore 

blinkers and a Figure 8; LINDA'S GIFT was 1/2 length in 

front in 12.3, four lengths in front of FAUSTIN, who wore 

blinkers breaking off at the 1/2 mile pole;; LINDA'S GIFT 

inched away in 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, LLORONA 

a length back in 24.3, 36.3, FAUSTIN inched closer in 11.3, 

23.2, LINDA'S GIRFT was not asked at all, appearing best in 

100.3, galloping out down to the 7/8pole in 113.2, a good 

work. FAUSTIN was lightly asked, getting even at the wire in 

47.1, lightly asked continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.4, a 

length in front of the galloping out LINDA'S GIFT, a decent 

work. LLORONA was hand ridden, falling two lengths back in 

101.0, galloping out far behind in 116.1, a so-so work

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

LORETTA LYNN 35.4
LORETTA LYNN wore blinkers for her three furlong training 

track work over Tapeta, taking a slow run to the pole, lightly 

asked around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, lightly 

tapped several times leaving that bend, lightly asked in the 

stretch, finishing well in 35.3, final 1/4 in 23.2, a decent work

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

LOTERIE (IRE) 49.4
LOTERIE (B-) working with ONE OF THESE DAYS (B-) - 

This team went much faster than given in their half-mile work 

on the training track over Tapeta, ONE OF THESE DAYS 

inside of LOTERIE, who had Pyfer aboard; The pair went off 

in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, ONE OF THESE DAYS 

inched away in the stretch, both lightly niggled, ONE OF 

THESE DAYS just in front at the wire in 48.3, galloping out 

to the 5/8 pole in 102.0, ok for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA
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LOVE ALIVE 51.1
LOVE ALIVE went better than the time would indicate in her 

half-mile training track spin over Tapeta, in a crawl leaving 

the p[ole, opening furlong in 13.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 

26.3, not asked a drop in 51.0, galloping out with energy to the 

5/8 pole in 104.1, not a bad work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

LOVE LYON 47.4
LOVE LYON went decently in this half-mile move, opening 

furlong in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing 

midstretch in 35.4, not asked in 47.4, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 102.1, not a bad work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

LOVIN' ON THE RUN 48.0
IMA JOKER (B) working with LOVIN' ON THE RUN (B-) - 

This team went together in their half-mile move, LOVIN' ON 

THE RUN inside; The pair turned in even splits of 24.0 for a 

48.0 final time, IMA JOKER was under a huge hold outside, 

able to go faster if let run at all, a good work. LOVIN' ON 

THE RUN was not asked, but not going as well, still a decent 

work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

LUCKY GIRL (IRE) 48.4
KING OF GOSFORD (B) working with LUCKY GIRL (B-) - 

This team went 1/2 mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

LUCKY GIRL starting five lengths in front of KING OF 

GOSFORD, who wore blinkers; LUCKY GIRL pulled a 

length further clear in 12.1, KING OF GOSFORD in 12.2, 

they got back how they started passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, 

LUCKY GIRL floated off the fence into the stretch, allowing 

KING OF GOSFORD room to rally, they finished together, 

KING OF GOSFORD in 47.3, best of the duo a good work. 

LUCKY GIRL was not asked, a bit second best in 48.3, not a 

bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

LULA BELLA 35.0
I'M A BAD BOY (B) working with LULA BELLA (B-) - This 

team f unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate together, 

LULA BELLA inside; I'M A BAD BOY was quicker early, 

LULA BELLA broke a bit slowly then was a bit flat footed, 

I'M A BAD BOY leading in 12.1, LULA BELLA in 12.3, 

LULA BELLA was urged to get even in 23.3, I'M A BAD 

BOY was not asked, appearing best in 34.4. a good work, tab 

at first asking. LULA BELLA was niggled in 34.4, second 

best, but certainly decent

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

LUNAR IMPACT (GB) 101.1
LUNAR IMPACT went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 

3/8 in 37.0, never asked, not bad at all. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MAGIC ACCOUNT 48.1
MAGIC ACCOUNT worked early in the a.m., passing the 1/4 

pole in 25,.0, not asked in 49.1, a full second slower than 

given, but ok

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

MAGIC LIGHT 49.1
MAGIC LIGHT appeared modest in her half-mile work, 

opening furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2. crossing 

midstretch in 36.2, lightly niggled the final furlong, slowing to 

the wire in 49.1, final furlong in 12.4, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 102.3, just ok

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

MAN AMONG MEN 49.4
MAN AMONG MEN went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta in the maintenance spin, opening furlong in 12.4, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, not asked at all in 49.4, an easy 

leg stretcher

04/18/24 M HFTSA

MAN FRIDAY 100.2
MAN FRIDAY looked decent in his five furlong work, 

fractions of 12.1, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, very 

lightly asked in 100.2, not a bad work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MARINAS TINA (IRE) 36.1
MARINAS TINA went well on the training track over Tapeta 

in her three furlong work, taking a long run to the pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.1, lightly tapped leaving the far turn, 

not asked at all in the stretch, striding and reaching out really 

out well when up in 35.4, galloping out to the 5/8 pole in 49.4, 

a good work as she appeared to really like the surface

04/14/24 B HFTSA

MARSH CREEK 100.0
MARSH CREEK went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 

1/2 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, not asked, 

finsihing well in 48.1, final 1/4 in 23.4, a decent work. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

MCGREGOR LAKE 48.1
MCGREGOR LAKE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, even 

splits of 24.0, for a 48.0, not asked, not a bad work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MEMOSIS 49.0
MEMOSIS (B-) working with MR. MACHUPICCHU (C) - 

This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-olds came out of the 

gate together, MEMOSIS wearing blinkers inside; MEMOSIS 

bobbled for several strides after the start, MR. 

MACHUPICCHU was not quick, the pair together in 12.3, 

MEMOSIS edged a length in front in 24.0, then was four 

lengths clear in 35.3, MR. MACHUPICCHU unable to keep 

up in 24.1, lightly urged, up at the 3/8 pole in 36.2, MEMOSIS 

continued solo, geared down when up in 48.4, galloping out in 

103.0, ok for the $4500 RNA Smokem filly, who has speed 

and should be seen early. MR. MACHUPICCHU galloped out 

in 50.0, not impressive for the $1K RNA, $5K two-year-old 

son of Conquest Fahrenheit, who doesn’t appear to be much

04/19/24 B- HGFTSA

MENDELSSOHNS MUSIC 100.2
MENDELSSOHNS MUSIC came out of the gate solo, 

breaking ok, not asked for speed, splits of 12.2,, 23.4, 36.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 48.0, one firm left handed whip into the 

stretch, getting close to the slow separate working Shirreffs 

trained KAHUNA MAGIC when up in 100.2, not a bad work

04/18/24 B- HGFTSA

METRO 101.0
METRO (C+) working with ASIAN MATRIARCH (C) - This 

team went five furlongs together, METRO inside; The pair 

went off in 12.2. METRO was lightly urged, pulling two 

lengths clear in 101.0, best, but just ok. ASIAN 

MATRIARCH was urged, falling back in 101.2, not impressive

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA
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MIDDLEBURG 101.0
MIDDLEBURG (B) working with ANGIER (B-) - This team 

went five furlongs together, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile 

pole, both wearing blinkers, ANGIER 3/4 length in front; the 

pair were close in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, 

MIDDLEBURG was not asked, appearing best in 47.3, final 

1/4 in 23.2, ANGIER lightly asked, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole, ANGIER lightly tapped in 100.3, a much improved, 

good work for MIDDLEBURG, decent, but second best for 

ANGIER. We cannot verify the Official times

04/20/24 B HFTSA

MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH 48.1
MIDNIGHT MAMMOTH is not as sharp of late as he was 

last year, going a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4. lightly asked in 48.1, just ok for 

the previously good workhorse, who appears a bit out of form 

of late

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

MIGHTY KAI 50.0
MIGHTY KAI wore blinkers and had Franco aboard for this 

awful half-mile work, opening furlong in 12.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.2, off the rail into the stretch, shortening stride 

badly the final furlong, lightly tapped and shown the whip and 

drifting out, barely striding to the wire in 50.0, a poor work

04/20/24 C- HFTSA

MILAGRE DO SOL 48.1
MUSICAL RHAPSODY (B-) working with MILAGRE DO 

SOL (C+) - This team went a half-mile together on the training 

track over Tapeta, MUSICAL RHAPSODY with Laprida up 

inside of MILAGRE DO SOL, who had Pyfer aboard ; The 

pair went off in 12.0, MUSICAL RHAPSODY was 1/2 length 

up passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, MUSICAL RHAPSODY was 

not asked, finishing 1/2 length up in 48.1, a decent work. 

MILAGRE DO SOL was lightly asked and shown the whip to 

stay close, second best, just ok

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

MIRACLE MARK 36.4
MIRACLE MARK looked fine in his three furlong move on 

the training track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2. not 

asked much in 36.3, a decent work for the Constitution 

gelding, who is several cuts below the better three-year-olds 

and could use a bit easier company

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

MISCHELOF (CHI) 35.1
MISCHELOF blew out with energy in this three furlong move, 

up in 35.1, a decent work for sure

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY 47.3
MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY washed out profusely in this half-

mile move, opening furlong in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.1, crossing midstretch in 35.4, not asked in 47.3, final 

furlong in 11.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.2, 

certainly decent though the extreme washiness isn't a positive

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

MISS KALINE 101.3
MISS KALINE went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 11.3, lightly asked and tapped left handed, up in 36.1, ok 

enough for the modest Cal-bred femme. We cannot verify the 

official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

MISS LIZZY 101.3
RAGING TORRENT (B-) working with MISS LIZZY (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, MISS LIZZY 

wearing blinkers, starting 1 1/2 lengths in front of RAGING 

TORRENT, who had Maldonado aboard; The pair maintained 

their positions, splits of 12.2., 24.2, RAGING TORRENT 

accelerated by around the far turn, 1/2 length in front passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.2, MISS LIZZY in 36.4, RAGING 

TORRENT was going easily, pulling 1 1/2 lengths clear in 

101.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.0, a decent 

work. MISS LIZZY was no match late, lightly asked in 101.4, 

galling further back on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 

116.1, so-so for her this week

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

MISS WILL 102.3
MISS WILL was not asked, but never doing much in her five 

furlong work on the training track over Tapeta, opening 1/4 in 

25.0, slowing in 102.3. hard to make a lot of it

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

MOESAHANDFUL 48.1
MOESAHANDFUL (B-) working with WILL BE (B-) - This 

team wore blinkers for their half-mile move, WILL BE inside; 

We had the final 1/4 in 23.4. both going easily to the wire, a 

decent work for both. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

MOLSON'S LEGACY 101.3
MOLSON'S LEGACY (B-) working with SPEED LANE (B-

) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 3/8 

of the work in 36.2, both going easily throughout, ok for both. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

MONGOLIAN MAX 48.0
MONGOLIAN MAX looked good in his half-mile move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4,, not asked a drop in 48.0, a good 

work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

MOOGIE SON 49.4
MOOGIE SON was never asked in this early a.m. half-mile 

maintenance spin, never asked in 49.4, just a leg stretcher

04/17/24 M HFTSA

MOONLIGHT TRYST 48.0
MOONLIGHT TRYST went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta, moving along early, splits of 12.0, niggled 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, urged in the 

stretch, up in 48.1, slowing a bit near the wire, but an ok 

enough work for the unraced Cal-bred four-year-old homebred 

daughter of American Pharoah, who should debut soon

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

MOOSE MITCHELL 113.1
MOOSE MITCHELL (B-) working with DADSTAR (C) - 

This team wore blinkers for their gate work, DADSTAR 

inside; The pair broke fine, together early in 12.2, 23.4, 

MOOSE MITCHELL a length in front in 35.3, DADSTAR in 

35.4, MOOSE MITCHELL opened up around the far turn, 

five lengths clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, DADSTAR 

urged, no match when up in 48.2, not impressive for the 

comebacker. MOOSE MITCHELL continued solo, crossing 

midstretch in 59.3, lightly urged, up at the wire in 112.3, faster 

than given, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA
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MOR TEQUILA 100.3
MOR TEQUILA (B) working with TAHOE SUNRISE (B-) - 

This team came out of the gate together, MOR TEQUILA 

inside of TAHOE SUNRISE, who wore blinkers; MOR 

TEQUILA led early, splits of 12.2, 23.4, 36.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in a length in front in 48.1, TEQUILA SUNRISE chasing 

in 12.3, 24.0, 36.1, a length back in 48.2, MOR TEQUILA 

was not asked, waiting a bit when up in 100.2, appearing best, 

a good work. TAHOE SUNRISE was lightly asked to get 

even, second best, an ok work

04/19/24 B HGFTSA

MOTORCADE 48.0
MOTORCADE (B) working with SPLASHED IN GOLD 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

picked them up at the 1/4 pole, MOTORCADE three lengths 

in front outside; MOTORCADE was lightly asked, finishing 

seven lengths clear in 23.0, a good work. SPLASHED IN 

GOLD was urged, falling further back in 23.4, a so-so drill, 

We cannot verify the Official times, SPLASHED IN GOLD 

was definitely up at the wire, did not go down to the 7/8 pole 

and only definitely should have received a half-mile time.

04/20/24 B HFTSA

MOTORIOUS (GB) 100.3
ALMENDARES (B) working with MOTORIOUS (B-) - This 

team went together in the training track over Tapeta in their 

five furlong work, MOTORIOUS wearing blinkers inside; The 

pair went off in 12.2. ALMENDARES was best late, pulling a 

length clear in 100.2, a good comeback work. MOTORIOUS 

was outfinished late in 100.3, second best, an ok, but a bit 

disappointing off the freshening for the classy turf sprinter, 

who is scheduled to compete at Churchill Downs Derby week, 

but needs to do better than this

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MOUFFY 48.3
MOUFFY (B-) working with MRS. ASTOR (B-)- This team 

went a half-mile together, MOUFFY with Rispoli aboard 

inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, 

MOUFFY gained a short advantage in the stretch, neither 

asked, finishing together in 48.3, MOUFFY galloping out 

clear down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, MRS. ASTOR in 101.4, 

decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MR. MACHUPICCHU 36.2
MEMOSIS (B-) working with MR. MACHUPICCHU (C) - 

This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-olds came out of the 

gate together, MEMOSIS wearing blinkers inside; MEMOSIS 

bobbled for several strides after the start, MR. 

MACHUPICCHU was not quick, the pair together in 12.3, 

MEMOSIS edged a length in front in 24.0, then was four 

lengths clear in 35.3, MR. MACHUPICCHU unable to keep 

up in 24.1, lightly urged, up at the 3/8 pole in 36.2, MEMOSIS 

continued solo, geared down when up in 48.4, galloping out in 

103.0, ok for the $4500 RNA Smokem filly, who has speed 

and should be seen early. MR. MACHUPICCHU galloped out 

in 50.0, not impressive for the $1K RNA, $5K two-year-old 

son of Conquest Fahrenheit, who doesn’t appear to be much

04/19/24 C HGFTSA

MR. SUDS 47.2
MR. SUDS (B-) working with BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY inside; The pair were together in 

11.4, MR, SUDS was best, not asked much in 47.1, an ok 

work. BORNTOSTAYTHIRSTY was urged, second best, so-

so this week

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

MRS. ASTOR 48.3
MOUFFY (B-) working with MRS. ASTOR (B-)- This team 

went a half-mile together, MOUFFY with Rispoli aboard 

inside; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, 

MOUFFY gained a short advantage in the stretch, neither 

asked, finishing together in 48.3, MOUFFY galloping out 

clear down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, MRS. ASTOR in 101.4, 

decent for both

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MUSICAL RHAPSODY (IRE) 48.1
MUSICAL RHAPSODY (B-) working with MILAGRE DO 

SOL (C+) - This team went a half-mile together on the training 

track over Tapeta, MUSICAL RHAPSODY with Laprida up 

inside of MILAGRE DO SOL, who had Pyfer aboard ; The 

pair went off in 12.0, MUSICAL RHAPSODY was 1/2 length 

up passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, MUSICAL RHAPSODY was 

not asked, finishing 1/2 length up in 48.1, a decent work. 

MILAGRE DO SOL was lightly asked and shown the whip to 

stay close, second best, just ok

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER 101.1
MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER (B-) working with ZEYARAAT 

(C) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER inside; 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER got a length in front crossing 

the wire in 48.2, ZEYARAAT in 48.3, 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER kicked away down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.1, not asked, a decent work. ZEYARAAT was 

lightly urged, falling four lengths back in 1020, not impressive.

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

MYSTERIOUS HUSBAND 102.1
NOTIME FOR SQUALLS (B-) working with MYSTERIOUS 

HUSBAND (C+) - This team went five furlongs together in 

the training track over Tapeta, NOTIME FOR SQUALLS, 

with T. Baze up inside; We had the final 3/8 of the work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, NOTIME FOR SQUALLS was 

not asked, 1/2 length in front in 36.3, an ok work. 

MYSTERIOUS HUSBAND was lightly asked and tapped , 

1/2 length back, second best, just ok. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

MYSTIC SPIRIT 48.2
MYSTIC SPIRIT (B-), NGANNOU (B-) and 

RODRIGOKNOWS (B-) working together - this trio from 

different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 mile pole, 

RODRIGOKNOWS, wearing blinkers, starting a length in 

front of NAGANNO, who wore a Figure 8 with Rispoli up and 

MYSTIC SPIRIT; The threesome were close early, 11.4 for 

MYSTIC SPIRIT and NGANNOU, 12.0 for 

RODRIGOKNOWS, MYSTIC SPIRIT was 1/2 length up 

three-deep passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, NGANOOU between 

horses in 23.4, RODRIGOKNOWS in 24.0, RODRIGO edged 

a length in front again crossing midstretch in 36.0, they were 

close at the wire, RODRIGOKNOWS a head in front in 47.4, 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT in 47.3, up there, 

RODRIGOKNOWS was lightly urged continuing down to the 

7/8 pole, a length in front in 100.2, a decent work. 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT galloped out a length 

behind in 100.2, decent as well. They were faster than given

04/20/24 B- HFTSA
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NADETTE (FR) 49.3
NADETTE finished well in her half-mile move, relaxed early 

in 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, crossing midstretch in 

37.3, not asked in 49.3, reaching to the wire, galloping out 

down  to the 7/8 pole in 102.4, a decent work for the recent 

stakes winning grass mare

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

NANCI GRIFFITH 118.1
NANCI GRIFFITH was given a six furlong time in this 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, wearing 

blinkers (new),we had the final 5/8 of the work, passing the 

1/4 pole in 37.4,, not asked at all in 103.4, just a leg stretcher. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 M HFTSA

NASHOBA'S JOY 100.2
NASHOBA'S JOY went off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 

24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, niggled to deep stretch, 

lightly urged and receiving a left handed tap, up in 100.2, an 

ok work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

NATIONAL GENERAUX (IRE 102.0
INCREDIBLE SHOT (C+) working with NATIONAL 

GENERAUX (C+) - This team went five furlongs on the 

training track over Tapeta, NATIONAL GENERAUX inside; 

The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.4, both horses were lightly 

urged, slowing late in 102.0, neither doing a whole lot here

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

NAVAJO WARRIOR 100.2
(STELLAR WIND) (B-) working with NAVAJO WARRIOR 

(C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong gate 

work, (STELLAR WIND) inside; (STELLAR WIND) was 

tapped early, the pair together through fractions of 12.4, 24.2, 

35.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 48.0, (STELLAR WIND) was 

best late, a length in front in1 00.2, galloping out to the wire in 

114.1, a decent work. NAVAJO WARRIOR was very lightly 

asked in 100.3, galloping out in 114.2, second best, just ok

04/18/24 C+ HGFTSA

NEVER SEEN BEFORE (IRE 103.2
NEVER SEEN BEFORE appeared modest in his five furlong 

training track work over Tapeta, fractions of 13.0, 25.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 38.0, hand ridden the final furlong, not 

offering a lot of response in 103.2, not impressive for his low 

percentage trainer

04/15/24 C HFTSA

NEWS AT TEN (GB) 49.3
NEWS AT TEN finished well in his half-mile move on the 

training track over Tapeta, relaxed early, splits of 12.4, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, lightly tapped a couple of times 

leaving the far turn, not asked in the stretch, finishing up in 

49.3, final 1/4 in 24.0, a decent work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

NGANNOU 48.2
MYSTIC SPIRIT (B-), NGANNOU (B-) and 

RODRIGOKNOWS (B-) working together - this trio from 

different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 mile pole, 

RODRIGOKNOWS, wearing blinkers, starting a length in 

front of NAGANNO, who wore a Figure 8 with Rispoli up and 

MYSTIC SPIRIT; The threesome were close early, 11.4 for 

MYSTIC SPIRIT and NGANNOU, 12.0 for 

RODRIGOKNOWS, MYSTIC SPIRIT was 1/2 length up 

three-deep passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, NGANOOU between 

horses in 23.4, RODRIGOKNOWS in 24.0, RODRIGO edged 

a length in front again crossing midstretch in 36.0, they were 

close at the wire, RODRIGOKNOWS a head in front in 47.4, 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT in 47.3, up there, 

RODRIGOKNOWS was lightly urged continuing down to the 

7/8 pole, a length in front in 100.2, a decent work. 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT galloped out a length 

behind in 100.2, decent as well. They were faster than given

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

NONE ABOVE THE LAW 100.4
NONE ABOVE THE LAW wore blinkers for this smooth five 

furlong move on the training track over Tapeta, relaxed early, 

splits of 12.3, 25.0, picking it up a bit around the far turn, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, not asked at all in the stretch, up 

in 100.4, a good for the veteran gray, who still looks fine in 

the a.m.

04/14/24 B HFTSA

NOTIME FOR SQUALLS 102.1
NOTIME FOR SQUALLS (B-) working with MYSTERIOUS 

HUSBAND (C+) - This team went five furlongs together in 

the training track over Tapeta, NOTIME FOR SQUALLS, 

with T. Baze up inside; We had the final 3/8 of the work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.0, NOTIME FOR SQUALLS was 

not asked, 1/2 length in front in 36.3, an ok work. 

MYSTERIOUS HUSBAND was lightly asked and tapped , 

1/2 length back, second best, just ok. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

NUCLEAR 112.1
NUCLEAR went six furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta, we had the final 5/8 of the work in 23.2. urged along 

but responding in 59.4, a decent work, but made to do it. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

O K ROSE 102.3
O K ROSE (B-) working with EASTERN OCEAN (B-) - This 

team went five furlongs together on the training track over 

Tapeta, we picked them up near the 1/2 mile pole, O K ROSE 

two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 

12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, both horses were lightly 

urged, finishing how they started in 48.4, OK ROSE remaining 

clear on the gallop out to the 5/8 pole, ok for her, so-so for 

EASTERN OCEAN, who should have been able to make up 

the ground. We cannot verify the slow Official times.

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

OCASEK 47.4
OCASEK wore blinkers for his comeback half-mile training 

track work over Tapeta, showing speed in 11.4, passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.1. tapped several times and lightly urged, 

appearing to be moving in stereo when up in 47.4, a decent 

work for the New York invader, who has been gelded off the 

layoff and should be seen with maiden claimers off the bench

04/15/24 B- HFTSA
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ODIES MEMORY LANE 48.1
HOW ABOUT PAVEL (B-), KNIGHTWITHLOUIS (B-) and 

ODIES MEMORY LANE (B-) working together - This trio of 

unraced two-year-old Reddam homebred fillies came out of 

the gate together, HOW ABOUT PAVEL inside, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIE between horses and ODIES 

MEMORY LANE outside; HOW ABOUT PAVEL and 

ODIE'S MEMORY LANE broke fine to lead in 12.3,, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS broke slowly two lengths back in 13.0, 

they were within 1/2 length in 24.2, ODIES MEMORY LANE 

was a head in front in 36.0, all mostly up there, ODIES 

MEMORY LANE galloped out two lengths in front in 48.3, 

KNIGHTWITHLOUIS and HOW ABOUT PAVEL in 49.0, 

ok for all three, who only went three furlongs in our opinion.

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

OFFLEE NAUGHTY 48.0
SERIES (B-) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This 

team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, SERIES inside 

of OFFLEE NAUGHTY, who wore his usual blinkers; The 

pair went off in 12.2, OFFLEE NAUGHTY was pushed along 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, crossing 

midstretch in 36.1, SERIES was going a bit best late, not 

asked in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a 

decent work for the gray. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly 

asked, second best, just ok, but the long distance grass gelding 

is never much of a worker on the main track, so this doesn’t 

mean a lot

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

OLD PAL 102.0
OLD PAL wore blinkers for his comeback five furlong move 

on the training track over Tapeta, fractions of 12.2, 24.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, not asked, but slowing late in 

102.0, a so-so work as the Cal-bred is still several works away 

from being ready

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

OMEY ISLAND 49.0
OMEY ISLAND went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 24.0, not asked, a good work. 

We cannot verify the Official time, but this was definitely 

better than his dirt works

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

ON THE WHIM 100.3
ON THE WHIM went easily in this nice five furlong move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, not asked a drop in 100.3, a good 

work this week for the Cal-bred

04/19/24 B HFTSA

ONE OF THESE DAYS (IRE) 49.4
LOTERIE (B-) working with ONE OF THESE DAYS (B-) - 

This team went much faster than given in their half-mile work 

on the training track over Tapeta, ONE OF THESE DAYS 

inside of LOTERIE, who had Pyfer aboard; The pair went off 

in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, ONE OF THESE DAYS 

inched away in the stretch, both lightly niggled, ONE OF 

THESE DAYS just in front at the wire in 48.3, galloping out 

to the 5/8 pole in 102.0, ok for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

ONE SMOKIN DUDE 50.3
KEEP DANCIN NICK (C+) working with ONE SMOKIN 

DUDE (C+) - This team of unraced Cal-bred two-year-old 

colts went together on the training track over Tapeta in their 

half-mile work, ONE SMOKIN DUDE inside; We had the 

final 1/4 in a slow 26.2, neither asked, but neither doing 

anything at all. KEEP DANCING NICK is a $48K RNA Stay 

Thirsty colt, ONE SMOKIN DUDE is a $90K son of 

Smokem, both need to do better than this, perhaps they didn’t 

are for the synthetic. We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

ONLY ALLEGED 100.1
ONLY ALLEGED went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the 

final 1/2 of the work, rolling along in 23.0, hard urged, 

slowing in 47.3, doing his best, just ok. We cannot verify the 

Official time

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

OUR BUCKY CHARM 48.2
OUR BUCKY CHARM (B-) working with WAR ON THE 

WEST (C+) - This team came out of the gate together, WAR 

ON THE WEST inside; the pair broke ok, splits of 12.2. 23,4, 

35.4, OUR BUCKY CHARM was best, a length in front in 

48.0, not asked, a decent work for the unraced five-year-old 

son of Munnings, who has taken a while to make the races, but 

can run and should fit with Cal-bred maidens soon. WAR ON 

THE WEST was lightly asked, falling a length back in 48.1, 

second best, just ok

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

PACIFIC QUEST 49.3
PACIFIC QUEST (B-) working with SWEET HELLO (M) - 

This team went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

SWEET HELLO starting three lengths in front; PACIFIC 

QUEST was never asked, getting even in 49.3, a decent move. 

SWEET HELLO was waiting late in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

PANDA PEAK 49.2
PANDA PEAK was never asked in her early a.m. half-mile 

maintenance spin, opening furlong in 12.4. up in 49.4, just a 

leg stretcher

04/19/24 M HFTSA

PANUCO 49.2
EL ONDEADO (B-) working with PANUCO (C) - This team 

of unraced two-year-old Cal-breds wore blinkers for their half-

mile gate work, EL ONDEADO inside; The pair broke ok, 

both showed speed in 12.0, PANUCO was lightly urged to 

stay with his workmate in 23.1, EL ONDEADO edged a 

length in front in 35.0, PANUCO asked in 35.1, EL 

ONDEADO opened up many lengths when up in 48.1, final 

furlong in 13.1, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.3, an ok 

work for the $7K son of Om, who appears to have speed. 

PANUCO was left back in 49.2, not impressive for the $15K 

Stanford colt, who doesn’t appear to be much

04/19/24 C HGFTSA

PARADISE LAKE 51.0
PARADISE LAKE was given a half-mile time, we think she 

only went three furlongs from the 3/8 pole in this easy 

maintenance spin, galloping to the pole, moving slowly around 

the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 13.1, crossing midstretch 

in 25.4, not asked in 38.2, galloping out to the 7/8 pole in 

51.2, just an abbreviated leg stretcher

04/19/24 M HFTSA
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PARENTING 59.0
PARENTING looked super in this solo five furlong gate work, 

wearing blinkers, showing good zip, splits of 12.0, 23.1, 34.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 46.2, not asked in 59.0, a very good 

work for the unraced $750K Justify colt, who should be very 

tough as first asking

04/20/24 B+ HGFTSA

PARIS SECRET (IRE) 101.1
PARIS SECRETS (C+) working with WISHES TO RICHES 

(C+) - This team went together in the training track over 

Tapeta, both wearing blinkers, PARIS SECRETS with Frey up 

inside of WISHES TO RICHES, who had Laprida aboard; The 

pair were together, fractions of 12.1, 24.2, WISHES TO 

RICHES was niggled along to stay together around the far 

turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, both horses were lightly 

urged to deep stretch, WISHED TO RICHES put her head in 

front late, PARIS SECRETS was lightly urged to get back 

even in 101.1, just ok for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

PARIS SECRET (IRE) 101.3
BALNIKHOV (B), UNCORKED (B-) and PARIS SECRET 

(C-) working together - This trio went together on the training 

track over tapeta during a very busy time in the a.m., PRIS 

SECRET and UNCORKED starting four lengths in front of 

BALNIKHOV; BLANIKHOV got even with UNCORKED in 

the stretch, both catching the separate working 

Papaprodromou team of CAPTAIN COOCHIES and FLEET 

FEET at the wire, BALNIKHOV in 59.4, a good work 

UNCORKED in 100.3, decent for him. PARIS SECRET was 

far, far back in 101.3, not impressive at all.

04/20/24 C- HFTSA

PASTICHE (GB) 48.1
PASTICHE went easily in her half-mile move, opening 

furlong in 12.2. not asked in 48.1. not bad at all

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

PAY TRIBUTE 48.4
IN WITHOUT KNOCKIN (B-) working with PAY TRIBUTE 

(B-) - This team came out of the gate together, IN WITHOUT 

KNOCKIN inside of PAY TRIBUTE, who had Maldonado 

aboard; IN WITHOUT KNOCKIN bobbled a few strides out, 

neither overly quick in 12.4, 24.2, 36.1, PAY TRIBUTE was a 

bit best in 48.2, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.0, ok 

enough for both

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

PERFECT IN GRAY 47.0
HEART HEADED (B) working with PERFECT IN GRAY 

(B) - This team went a half-mile together, HEART HEADED 

inside; The pair went off in 12.0, PERFECT IN GRAY was 

not asked at all, slightly best in 47.0, a good work. HEART 

HEADED was very lightly niggled inside, second best, but 

still a good work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

PETESOLDFASHIONED 101.3
PETESOLDFASHIONED (C+) working with R AWESOME 

KID (C+) - This team worked early in the a.m. on the training 

track over Tapeta, R AWESOME KID inside; The pair were 

lightly asked in 101.3, final furlong in 12.3. just ok for both

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

PETIT FILET 47.2
PETIT FILET went off from the 1/2 mile pole, eight lengths 

behind the separate working Koriner trained POWER 

SURGE, opening furlong in 11.3, six lengths back passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.2, four lengths ack crossing midstretch in 35.0, 

shown the whip and lightly asked, finishing a length back in 

47.1, galloping out a length behind down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.2, a good work

04/19/24 B HFTSA

PIPPA PHILIPA 101.4
WRONG DIRECTION (C+) working with PIPPA PHILIPA 

(C) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

WRONG DIRECTION inside; The pair went off in 24.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, WRONG DIRECTION was 

urged, pulling clear despite failing to switch leads in 101.2, 

best, but so-so. PIPPA PHILIPA was urged, fading away in 

101.4, not impressive.

04/20/24 C HFTSA

PIROLI 100.0
PIROLI (B-) working with THERE GOES HARVARD (B-) - 

This team went five furlongs together, we picked them up at 

the 1/4 pole, at that point THERE GOES HARVARD was 

outside, two lengths in front of PIROLI, who was two lengths 

back inside; Neither horse was asked, finishing together, 

PIROLI in 24.3, THERE GOES HARVARD in 25,.0, decent 

for both. We cannot verify the fast official times as we did not 

see them break off

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

PLANETARIO (BRZ) 115.1
PLANETARIO (C+) working with TRIBAL (C+) - This team 

went six furlongs together on the training track over Tapeta, 

PLANETARIO inside; PLANETARIO edged a length in front 

early in 13.2, TRIBAL in 13.3, they got back together in 25.3, 

38.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.2, PLANETARIO edged away 

again into the stretch, TRIBAL was urged to get close deep 

stretch, both urged to the wire, PLANETARIO a head in front 

in 115.0, just ok for him, so-so for TRIBAL

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

PLEASE FOCUS 102.2
PLEASE FOCUS wore blinkers and had Gutierrez aboard for 

this five furlong move on the training track over Tapeta, 

fractions of 12.1, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, lightly 

niggled in 102.1, an ok work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

POLIS 50.3
POLIS was hard urged in this half-mile drill, we had the final 

3/8 in a tiring 38.1, slowing noticeably, not impressive, We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C- HFTSA

POP D'ORO 35.2
POP D'ORO went well in this three furlong move on the 

training track over tapeta, showing sharp speed passing the 1/4 

pole in 11.2. not asked in 35.2, galloping out to the 5/8 pole in 

48.3, another good work, this one is coming up to an improved 

effort from what we have seen of late

04/15/24 B HFTSA

POWER SURGE 48.4
POWER SURGE had T. Baze in the saddle for this half-mile 

move, starting eight lengths in front of the separate working 

PETIT FILET, splits of 11.3 passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, 

crossing midstretch in 35.4, not asked, slowing to the wire in 

48.3, final furlong in 12.4, finishing a length in front, galloping 

out a length up down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, an ok work

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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PRINCE ABAMA (IRE) 49.0
CRITICISM (B-) working with PRINCE ABAMA (B-) - Thia 

team wore blinkers for their half-mile move on the training 

track over Tapeta, CRITICISM starting three lengths in front; 

The pair maintained their positions in 12.4, PRINCE ABAMA 

moved within a length passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, 

CRITICISM in 25.2, PRINCE ABAMA was very lightly 

niggled, getting even in 48.4, CRITICISM never asked in 

49.2, they galloped out strongly to the 5/8 pole, PRINCE 

ABAMA in 101.4, CRITICISM in 102.2, decent for both

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

PROFESSORS' PRIDE 49.4
A REAL JEWEL (M) working with PROFESSORS' PRIDE 

(M) - This duo went a half-mile together in the training track 

over Tapeta, we picked them up together passing the 1/4 pole, 

neither asked in 25.0, just leg stretchers for both. We cannot 

verify the Official times as we picked them up well after they 

broke off.

04/14/24 M HFTSA

PURE MADNESS 35.4
BEE EYE GEE (B-) working with PURE MADNESS (B-) - 

This team went easily in their three furlong spin, BEE EYE 

GEE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 11.4. neither 

asked in 36.0, decent for both

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

PUTT FOR DOUGH 100.3
JUST A GUESS (B-) working with PUTT FOR DOUGH (B-

) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 3/8 

of the work, PUTT FOR DOUGH 3/4 length in front of JUST 

A GUESS, who wore blinkers with Gutierrez up; The pair 

maintained their positions passing the 1/4/ pole in 12.2. PUTT 

FOR DOUGH was lightly niggled, JUST A GUESS was very 

lightly asked late, finishing together in 36.4, PUTT FOR 

DOUGH galloping out in front, ok for both. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

QUARIA THUNDER 102.1
THRUMPS DREAM (C+) working with QUARIA 

THUNDER (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

QUARIA THUNDER wearing blinkers inside; The pair went 

off quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.1, THRUMPS DREAM was a 

length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, QUARIA 

THUNDER falling a length back in 35.4, THRUMPS 

DREAM was never asked at all, three lengths in front in a 

slowing in 101.2, just ok. QUARIA THUNDER was lightly 

asked, falling back in 102.0, three lengths back at the wire, not 

impressive.

04/19/24 C HFTSA

QUEEN'S CODE 47.0
QUEEN'S CODE looked decent in this half-mile work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, lightly urged, but responding in 

47.0, final; 1/4 in 23.1, a good work, but the Cal-bred often 

trains better than he runs

04/20/24 B HFTSA

QUICK KATE 102.1
QUICK KATE (B) working with TWO BY FOUR (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, TWO BY FOUR inside; 

The pair went off slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, 

crossing midstretch in 50.1, QUICK KATE was not asked, 

best late in 102.1, a good work, better than it appears on 

paper. TWO BY FOUR was urged to stay together, second 

best, ok enough, but made to do it

04/18/24 B HFTSA

R AWESOME KID 101.3
PETESOLDFASHIONED (C+) working with R AWESOME 

KID (C+) - This team worked early in the a.m. on the training 

track over Tapeta, R AWESOME KID inside; The pair were 

lightly asked in 101.3, final furlong in 12.3. just ok for both

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

RADAR LOVE 51.1
RADAR LOVE did not seem to like the training track much as 

she went a half-mile over Tapeta, wearing blinkers, opening 

furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1. not asked, but 

taking short strides while not leveling out the way she does on 

the main track, up in 51.2, not visually impressive, we look for 

her to go back to the main track in the a.m.

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

RAGING TORRENT 101.1
RAGING TORRENT (B-) working with MISS LIZZY (C+) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, MISS LIZZY 

wearing blinkers, starting 1 1/2 lengths in front of RAGING 

TORRENT, who had Maldonado aboard; The pair maintained 

their positions, splits of 12.2., 24.2, RAGING TORRENT 

accelerated by around the far turn, 1/2 length in front passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.2, MISS LIZZY in 36.4, RAGING 

TORRENT was going easily, pulling 1 1/2 lengths clear in 

101.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 115.0, a decent 

work. MISS LIZZY was no match late, lightly asked in 101.4, 

galling further back on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 

116.1, so-so for her this week

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

RASCALITY 100.0
RASCALITY went well in her five furlong move on the 

training track over Tapeta, going off in 12.0, not asked at all in 

100.0, a good work for the maiden winner, who was scratched 

out of a stakes recently, but looked good here

04/20/24 B HFTSA

RASTAMAN VIBE 48.4
RASTAMAN VIBE went a half-mile on the training track 

over Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.0, not asked, but slowing a bit late, up in 49.0, just ok this 

week

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

RE ARMED JON 103.0
RE ARMED JON wore blinkers for this disappointing and 

unimpressive five furlong work, fractions of 13.0, 25.2, lightly 

asked around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.0, hand 

ridden in the stretch, not showing much response in 103.0, 

galloping out down to the 67/8 pole in 116.2, not impressive

04/20/24 C HFTSA

REAL FIRE 48.0
REAL FIRE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong 

in 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, crossing midstretch in 

36.0, not asked much in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 100.4, a decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

RECINTO ROMPERE 48.0
RECINTO ROMPERE (B-) working with BALDORO (C+) - 

This team went a half-mile together, we had the final 1/4 of the 

work, RECINTO ROMPERE was going easier late in 24.1, an 

ok work. BALDORO was lightly asked, second best, just ok. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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RECKLESS SPIRIT 101.1
CITY EXILE (B) working with RECKLESS SPIRIT (B-) - 

This team went together on the training track over Tapeta, 

CITY EXILE, with Laprida aboard starting a length in front of 

RECKLESS SPIRIT, who wore blinkers with Fresu in the 

irons; The pair were together in the first few strides, 

RECKLESS SPIRIT in 12.4, 24.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.2, CITY EXILE in 13.0, 25.0, 36.3, CITY EXILE was very 

lightly asked and tapped once, pulling 1 1/4 lengths clear at 

the wire in 100.4, a good work. RECKLESS SPIRIT was not 

asked, dropping back late in 100.4, second best, but decent. 

This duo should have received the same Official time

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

RED CROSS KNIGHT 49.1
RED CROSS KNIGHT went a couple of ticks faster than 

given in this easy half-mile move, even splits of 24.2, for a 

48.4 time, not a bad work for the Cal-bred

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

RED ROAD 101.2
RED ROAD went five furlongs on the training track over 

Tapeta in this comeback work, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, 

urged, tiring late in 101.2, a so-so work at best off the bench

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

RESPECT THE CROWN 48.3
RESPECT THE CROWN went a half-mile on the training 

track over Tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 24.1. lightly niggled, 

not a bad work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

RHYTHEM ON STAGE 48.3
RHYTHEM ON STAGE went nicely in this half-mile work, 

we had the final 3/8 in 35.4, not asked at all, a good work. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 B HFTSA

RINGTONE 48.3
RINGTONE wore blinkers for his half-mile work, opening 

furlong in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing 

midstretch in 36.4. lightly tapped, but not really asked in 49.0, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, an ok work this 

week

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

ROBERTA'S LOVE 47.3
CALIFORNIA TIGER (B-) working with ROBERTA'S 

LOVE (B-) - This team went quickly in their half-mile work, 

CALIFORNIA TIGER inside; The pair went off in 11.3, 

CALIFORNIA TIGER was urged, pulling a length clear in 

47.2, decent but asked to do it. ROBERTA'S LOVE was not 

asked at all, content in letting her workmate pull clear, a length 

back in 47.3, a decent work as she was not asked

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

RODRIGOKNOWS 48.2
MYSTIC SPIRIT (B-), NGANNOU (B-) and 

RODRIGOKNOWS (B-) working together - this trio from 

different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 mile pole, 

RODRIGOKNOWS, wearing blinkers, starting a length in 

front of NAGANNO, who wore a Figure 8 with Rispoli up and 

MYSTIC SPIRIT; The threesome were close early, 11.4 for 

MYSTIC SPIRIT and NGANNOU, 12.0 for 

RODRIGOKNOWS, MYSTIC SPIRIT was 1/2 length up 

three-deep passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, NGANOOU between 

horses in 23.4, RODRIGOKNOWS in 24.0, RODRIGO edged 

a length in front again crossing midstretch in 36.0, they were 

close at the wire, RODRIGOKNOWS a head in front in 47.4, 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT in 47.3, up there, 

RODRIGOKNOWS was lightly urged continuing down to the 

7/8 pole, a length in front in 100.2, a decent work. 

NGANNOU and MYSTIC SPIRIT galloped out a length 

behind in 100.2, decent as well. They were faster than given

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

ROGUE SON 101.2
HANDSOME HARRY (C+) working with ROGUE SON 

(C+) - This team appeared modest in their five furlong work, 

lightly urged in 101.2, so-so for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

ROLL ON BIG JOE 100.4
ROLL ON BIG JOE went off from the 5/8 pole, showing 

speed in 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1. niggled in the 

stretch, slowing in 100.4, an ok work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

ROMAN EMPRESS 47.1
ROMAN EMPRESS went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.4, lightly urged in 47.2, not a bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

ROSTOVSKY 49.0
GRAZED (B-) working with ROSTOVSKY (C+) - This team 

wore blinkers for their half-mile work on the training track 

over Tapeta, GRAZED inside; The pair went off in 12.2. 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. GRAZED was a bit best, not 

asked, a long head in front in 49.0, galloping out to the 5/8 

pole in 102.3, an ok work. ROSTOVSKY was niggled late, a 

bit second best, just ok.

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

RUGELACH 48.2
RUGELACH went off from the 1/2 mile pole, aggressive as 

usual early, opening furlong in 11.3, the rider took a lot of 

hold around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, she 

picked it up again crossing midstretch in 36.1. lightly asked in 

48.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, an ok work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

RUN FOR MY HONEY 50.2
RUN FOR MY HONEY looked terrible in this half-mile 

training track work over Tapeta, openng furlong in 12.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, niggled the final furlong, slowing 

badly in 50.2, final 1/4 in 26.1, not impressive

04/19/24 C- HFTSA

RUNNING SUPER 48.1
RUNNING SUPER looked ok in her third half-mile work, 

showing some speed in 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, 

crossing midstretch in 36.0, lightly urged the final furlong, up 

in 48.0, drifting out a bit on the gallop out down to the 7/8 

pole, necessitating one tap to stay in, up in 101.2, an ok work 

for the unraced $42K weanling, $50K yearling, $65K two-

year-old in training Runhappy filly, who is still at least month 

or two from debuting

04/17/24 B- HFTSA
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RUNYON CANYON 102.1
RUNYON CANYON (C) working with BALTIC FIRE (C-) - 

This team did not impress in their five furlong work, BALTIC 

FIRE inside; The pair went off in 25.1, RUNYON CANYON 

pulled a length clear in 102.1, not asked, but not doing 

anything at all. BALTIC FIRE was lightly urged, falling back 

in 102.2. not impressive at all.

04/20/24 C HFTSA

SAFA 46.1
SAFA was asked for a fast work, going off from the 1/2 mile 

pole, passing the 1/4 pole, hand ridden in 46.1, a decent work 

as she responded to the asking

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

SANGER 48.1
SANGER worked early in the a.m., passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.2, lightly asked, responding ok in 48.1, not a bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

SANTARENA 50.0
SANTARENA was never turned loose in this extra easy half-

mile maintenance spin, wearing a Figure 8, not asked a drop in 

50.0, just a leg stretcher for the talented maiden, who should 

graduate soon

04/20/24 M HFTSA

SANTO DIOS (ARG) 47.4
SANTO DIOS went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, opening furlong in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. 

not asked in 48.1, a couple of ticks slower than given, but a 

nice work as he finished well and was striding out well

04/15/24 B HFTSA

SAWASDEE 48.3
DISKO TRIBUTE (C+) working with SAWASDEE (C+) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work on the 

training track over Tapeta, SAWASDEE inside; The pair were 

together in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, SAWASDEE 

was lightly urged, DISKO TRIBUTE was fairly hard urged to 

finish a neck in front in 48.4, just ok for both, who should have 

done this easier than they did here

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

SBAGLIATO 100.2
BELLABEL (B) working with SBAGLIATO (B) - This team 

went five furlongs together on the training track over Tapeta, 

BELLABEL inside; The pair were together, splits of 12.2. 

24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, neither asked in 100.2, a 

good work for both, who like the synthetic

04/14/24 B HFTSA

SCARY FAST RIDE 100.0
SCARY FAST RIDE went easily in this five furlong move, we 

had the final 3/8 in 36.1. never asked, not bad at all. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

SCATIFY 49.2
SCATIFY went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

opening furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, lightly 

niggled in 49.2, an ok work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

SCHOOL DANCE 48.0
SCHOOL DANCE (B) working with KETONIA (B-) - This 

team went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

KETONIA inside of SCHOOL DANCE, who had Franco 

aboard; The pair went off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, 

SCHOOL DANCE was not asked at all, appearing best in 

48.0, KETONIA niggled to stay together, KETONIA galloped 

out a length in front to the 5/8 pole in 101.3, SCHOOL 

DANCE in 101.4, a good work for SCHOOL DANCE, decent 

for KETONIA

04/15/24 B HFTSA

SCHWARZMEIER 59.4
SCHWARZMEIER went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.0, 

23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, lightly urged, showing 

response in 59.4, not a bad work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

SCORPION SHOT 49.4
SCORPION SHOT went better on the training track over 

Tapeta than he did in his main track works, going a half-mile 

in the early a.m., we had the final 3/8 in 36.4. not asked, a 

decent work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

SEAGER MAN 103.1
SEAGER MAN tired badly in his unimpressive five furlong 

drill, fractions of 12.2. 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, 

urged through the stretch, nothing left in 103.1, final 1/4 in 

26.2, hard to like this work

04/17/24 C- HFTSA

SEMPER INVICTUS 48.3
SEMPER INVICTUS went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 25.1. very lightly asked, responding well in 

48.3, final 1/4 in 23.2, a good work this week

04/19/24 B HFTSA

SERIES 48.0
SERIES (B-) working with OFFLEE NAUGHTY (C+) - This 

team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, SERIES inside 

of OFFLEE NAUGHTY, who wore his usual blinkers; The 

pair went off in 12.2, OFFLEE NAUGHTY was pushed along 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, crossing 

midstretch in 36.1, SERIES was going a bit best late, not 

asked in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a 

decent work for the gray. OFFLEE NAUGHTY was lightly 

asked, second best, just ok, but the long distance grass gelding 

is never much of a worker on the main track, so this doesn’t 

mean a lot

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

SEVEN WONDERS 101.4
BOUND TO SUCCEED (B-) working with SEVEN 

WONDERS (B-) - This team went very easily in their five 

furlong spin on the training track over Tapeta, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED starting four lengths in front; SEVEN WONDERS 

was a length back passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED in 37.3, neither were asked a drop in the stretch, 

finishing together, SEVEN WONDERS in 101.4, BOUND TO 

SUCCEED in 120.3, not bad for either

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

SHADY TIGER 47.2
STRONGHOLD (B+) working with SHADY TIGER (B) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, SHADY 

TIGER, wearing blinkers, starting three lengths in front of 

STRONGHOLD, who had Fresu aboard; STRONGHOLD 

made up a length early in 11.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, 

SHADY TIGER in 11.3, 23.3, STONGHOLD moved closer 

crossing midstretch in 35.0, getting even at the wire, never 

asked in 46.3, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.0, a very 

good work for the Santa Anita Derby winner up to the 

Kentucky Derby. SHADY TIGER crossed midstretch in 35.2, 

caught at the wire in 47.1, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 

59.3, a good work for the recent Cal-bred stakes winner

04/20/24 B HFTSA
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SHANGRILAMA (IRE) 101.2
CARRIBEAN KING (B-) working with SHANGRILAMA 

(C+) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 

1/4 of the work CARIBBEAN KING going easier than his 

workmate, lightly asked in 25.1, an ok work. 

SHANGRILAMA was urged to stay together, second best, so-

so. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

SHARP RIDE 48.4
SHARP RIDE went easily in this half-mile move, opening 

furlong in 12.2, not asked in 48.4, not a bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

SHE'Z THE LAW 50.2
SHE'Z THE LAW went easily in her half-mile maintenance 

spin on the training track over Tapeta, moving slowly early, 

split of 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, not asked in 50.2, 

galloping out to the 5/8 pole in 104.4, just a leg stretcher

04/20/24 M HFTSA

SHORE ROAD 36.3
SHORE ROAD wore blinkers for this three furlong work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 12.2, crossing midstretch in 24.2, 

lightly urged and tapped with the whip, switching back to his 

wrong lead, up at the wire in 36.3, galloping out down to the 

7/8 pole in 50.1, so-so for the unraced $775K son of Gun 

Runner, who has a long ways to go

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

SIENNOIS (IRE) 48.1
ADELIE (B-) working with SIENNOIS (B-) - This team went 

a half-mile together on the training track over Tapeta, we had 

the final 1/4 in 24.2., neither asked, ok for both,. We cannot 

verify the Official times.

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

SILARDI 49.4
SILARDI (B-) working with SUPER CHIEF (B-) - This team 

wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work on the training track 

over Tapeta, SILARDI wearing blinkers inside; The pair went 

off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, both striding out to 

the wire in 49.2, decent for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

SIMPLY ENCHANTING 47.1
SIMPLY ENCHANTING finished very well in her comeback 

1/2 mile move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. not asked at all, 

finishing fast in 47.1, final 1/4 in 23.1. a good work off the 

bench

04/17/24 B HFTSA

SIX MAGPIES (IRE) 100.2
SIX MAGPIES (B-) working with CHEEKIEST (C) - This 

team went five furlongs together, CHEEKIEST starting two 

lengths in front of SIX MAGPIES, who did not wear his usual 

blinkers with Ayuso aboard; The pair were together passing 

the 1/4 pole, SIX MAGPIES in 36.2, CHEEKIEST in 36.4, 

SIX MAGPIES was lightly niggled, pulling two lengths clear 

in 100.3, an improved, ok work, the older maiden claimer has 

looked better to us of late. CHEEKIEST was hand ridden, 

falling back in 101.2, not impressive. We have no idea why the 

Official Clockers separated them one length?

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

SIZZLING PROSPECT 48.4
SIZZLING PROSPECT went off from the 1/2 mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. not asked, but shortening stride 

near the wire in 489.4, just ok this week

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

SKETCHY 101.4
SKETCHY went easily in his five furlong move, we had the 

final 1/4 in 24.1. not asked, a decent work. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

SKY SAILING 48.1
SKY SAILING (B-) working with FORGOTTEN 

MEMORIES (C+) - This team went together in their half-mile 

work, both wearing blinkers, SKY SAILING starting a length 

in front; FORGOTTEN MEMORIES made up 1/2 lengths in 

11.4, even passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, SKY SAILING in 

12.0, 24.0, SKY SAILING opened back up crossing 

midstretch in 36.0, then was going extra easily to the wire in 

48.1, galloping out clear down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, a 

decent work, it appears she is going the right way and should 

benefit from a bit easier. FORGOTTEN MEMORIES was 

urged, second best in 48.1, galloping out behind in 101.4, so-

so for her. We do not know why FORGOTTEN MEMORIES 

received the faster time?

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

SMART MO 59.2
SMART MO went off from the 5/8 pole, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 35.1. urged along, appearing to be slowing a bit near the 

wire in 59.2, just ok as the work looks better on paper than it 

was

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

SMILING BEAST 100.0
SMILING BEAST (B+), (BIRTHDAY SURPISE) (B-) and 

WILD RECRUIT (B-) - This trip went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) wearing blinkers  inside 

of WILD RECRUIT, who had T. Baze aboard, starting two 

lengths in front of SMILING BEAST, who wore blinkers 

inside; (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) and WILD RECRUIT 

edged three lengths clear in a quick 11.1, SMILING BEAST 

in 11.2, they got back to how they started, the top pair floating 

well off the inside passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, SMILING 

BEAST came through along the rail, pulling four lengths in 

front crossing the wire in 47.0, continuing solo down to the 7/8 

pole in 59.3, a very good work for the unraced four-year-old 

homebred Smiling Tiger gelding, who appears a "win early" 

type. (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) was lightly niggled, getting in 

front of WILD RECRUIT in midstretch, ending up even with 

that one late in 48.1, galloping out together down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.4, a decent work for both, but no match for 

SMILING BEAST< who turned the tables on (BIRTHDAY 

SURPRISE) from their work a week earlier

04/17/24 B+ HFTSA

SMILING FOREVER 59.3
SMILING FOREVER went off from the 5/8 pole, showing 

speed, splits of 12.0, 23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.2, very 

lightly asked, but looking tired late in 59.4, no energy at all 

after the wire, just ok visually, not as good as it appears on 

paper

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

SOHO 100.2
SOHO went five furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, 

pulling going to the pole, pulling early, moving quickly, splits 

of 11.3, 23.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.1. receiving a couple 

of very light taps, but not asked, understandably slowing late 

in 100.2, an ok work, though we would like to see him slow 

down early and finish

04/19/24 B- HFTSA
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SOI NGERN 48.3
SOI NGERN (C+) working with WATCH THE LAW (C-) - 

This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate 

together, SOI NGERN inside; WATCH THE LAW broke a bit 

scrambled, SOI NGERN was 1/2 length up in 13.0, then 

pulled 1 1/2 lengths in front in 24.2, 36.2, WATCH THE 

LAW in 24.3, 36.3, SOI NGERN was lightly tapped several 

times, five lengths in front when up in 49.0, galloping out to 

the 1/8 pole in 102.1, just ok for the Good Magic homebred 

colt, who should do better when they go further as he doesn’t 

act all that quick. WATCH THE LAW was lightly urged, 

falling well back in 50.0, galloping out in 104.3, nothing good 

about this for the $120K RNA Tiz The Law gelding

04/18/24 C+ HGFTSA

SOPHISTICATE 100.3
ATITLAN (C+) working with SOPHISTICATE (C+) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, SOPHISTICATE inside 

of ATITLAN, who wore blinkers; The pair were together, 

splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

SOPHISTICATE was lightly urged to gain a short advantage, 

ATITLAN was asked late, getting even in 100.3, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 113.2, just ok for both

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

SORRENTO SKY (IRE) 50.0
SORRENTO SKY (M) working with COMMANCHE 

COUNTRY (C) - This team went a half-mile together on the 

training track over Tapeta, COMMANCHE COUNTRY 

starting three lengths in front; SORRENTO SKY ran right on 

by in the stretch, not asked in 50.0, just a leg stretcher. 

COMMANCHE COUNTRY was lightly urged, falling back in 

51.0, not impressive

04/19/24 M HFTSA

SPEED LANE 101.3
MOLSON'S LEGACY (B-) working with SPEED LANE (B-

) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 3/8 

of the work in 36.2, both going easily throughout, ok for both. 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

SPICYBUG 100.1
BE YOUR BEST (B) working with SPICYBUG (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, wearing Figure 8's, 

SPICYBUG inside; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.1. lightly asked, BE YOUR BEST pulling a length 

clear in 100.0, a good work. SPICYBUG was second best, 

falling a length back in 100.1, not as good as her past few 

works, but decent

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR 47.2
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR was doing his best in this half-mile 

drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2. urged along in 47.3, not as 

good as it appears on paper, just ok

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

SPLASHED IN GOLD 102.1
MOTORCADE (B) working with SPLASHED IN GOLD 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

picked them up at the 1/4 pole, MOTORCADE three lengths 

in front outside; MOTORCADE was lightly asked, finishing 

seven lengths clear in 23.0, a good work. SPLASHED IN 

GOLD was urged, falling further back in 23.4, a so-so drill, 

We cannot verify the Official times, SPLASHED IN GOLD 

was definitely up at the wire, did not go down to the 7/8 pole 

and only definitely should have received a half-mile time.

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

SPRING MAGIC 101.0
SPRING MAGIC went five furlongs in the early a.m. on the 

training track over tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 23.4, not 

asked, certainly decent again this week. We cannot verify the 

official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

SQUARE D' ORO 48.0
INSTINCT D' ORO (B-) working with SQUARE D' ORO (B-

) - This team of Gato D'Oro homebred's came out of the gate 

together, INSTINCT D' ORO inside; The pair broke ok, 

together in 12.2, 23.2, 35.3, up in 48.0, ok for both

04/17/24 B- HGFTSA

ST. ELMO 47.3
FORMIDABLE MAN (B-) working with ST. ELMO (C+) - 

This team wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work, we picked 

them up at the 1/4 pole, ST. ELMO inside; FORMIDABLE 

MAN was not asked, pulling a length clear in 24.3, best of the 

duo, a decent work. ST. ELMO was lightly asked, falling a 

length back in 24..4, so-so for him. We don’t think they went 

anywhere close to as fast as the Official Clockers gave them

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

STAY HOT 48.0
STAY HOT was not asked in his half-mile training track move 

over Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 36.0, going easily, a 

decent work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

STELLAR CAP 49.2
DIXIE BLAZE (C+) working with STELLAR CAP (C+) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, STELLAR 

CAP inside; The pair went off in 12.1, DIXIE BLAZE was 1/2 

length up passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, STELLAR CAP was 

lightly asked to get even again crossing midstretch in 36.4, 

STELLAR CAP hand ridden, a head in front of DIXIE 

BLAZE< who was not asked much and a bit best in 49.2, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.4. neither very 

impressive.

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

STRIKINGLY 36.1
STRKINGLY went easily in the training track over Tapeta, 

never asked in 36.1, a decent work for the trial maiden filly, 

who seems to be doing well of late

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

STRONGHOLD 46.3
STRONGHOLD (B+) working with SHADY TIGER (B) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, SHADY 

TIGER, wearing blinkers, starting three lengths in front of 

STRONGHOLD, who had Fresu aboard; STRONGHOLD 

made up a length early in 11.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, 

SHADY TIGER in 11.3, 23.3, STONGHOLD moved closer 

crossing midstretch in 35.0, getting even at the wire, never 

asked in 46.3, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 59.0, a very 

good work for the Santa Anita Derby winner up to the 

Kentucky Derby. SHADY TIGER crossed midstretch in 35.2, 

caught at the wire in 47.1, continuing down to the 7/8 pole in 

59.3, a good work for the recent Cal-bred stakes winner

04/20/24 B+ HFTSA

SUBSANADOR (ARG) 59.3
SUBSANADOR went well in his five furlong move, fractions 

of 12.3, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4. taken a bit off the 

rail in the stretch, not asked at all in 59.3, galloping out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 113.1, a good work

04/18/24 B HFTSA

SUGAR FISH 101.2
SUGAR FISH had T. Baze aboard for this early a.m. five 

furlong move on the training track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 

pole in 37.1. not asked in 101.2, not a bad work

04/15/24 B- HFTSA
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SUMTER 47.4
SUMTER went well in his half-mile training track move over 

Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, absolutely cruising in the 

stretch, really seeming to like the synthetic surface, up in 47.3, 

a good work

04/18/24 B HFTSA

SUNSET GLORY (IRE) 100.0
THREE WITCHES (B-) working with SUNSET GLORY 

(C+) - This team was asked for a fast work, both wearing 

Figure 8's, THREE WITCHES Inside; The pair rolled along, 

splits of 11.4, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, both horses 

were urged, THREE WITCHES pulling two lengths clear in 

59.3, decent enough, but certainly made to do it. SUNSET 

GLORY was no match late, falling back in 100.0, appearing to 

be doing her best, just ok

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

SUNSHINE BABE 47.4
SUNSHINE BABE went easily in her half-mile move on the 

training track over Tapeta, even splits of 24.0 for a 48.0 final 

time, not a bad work for the gray femme.

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

SUPER CHIEF 49.4
SILARDI (B-) working with SUPER CHIEF (B-) - This team 

wore Figure 8's for their half-mile work on the training track 

over Tapeta, SILARDI wearing blinkers inside; The pair went 

off in 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, both striding out to 

the wire in 49.2, decent for both

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

SUPREME COAST 49.0
DEELITEFUL HART (B-) working with SUPREME COAST 

(C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

SUPREME COAST starting three lengths in front; 

DEELITEFUL HART moved closer passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.2, SUPREME COAST coming off the rail with a length 

advantage in 24.4, DEELITEFUL HART got even in the 

stretch, a bit best in 48.2, a decent work. SUPREME COAST 

was second best in 49.0, just ok, both horses finished a length 

in front of the Glatt trained SYNTACTIC, who we never saw 

until the wire. We have no idea why the Official Clockers gave 

them the same time?

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

SWEET HELLO 50.1
PACIFIC QUEST (B-) working with SWEET HELLO (M) - 

This team went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

SWEET HELLO starting three lengths in front; PACIFIC 

QUEST was never asked, getting even in 49.3, a decent move. 

SWEET HELLO was waiting late in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

04/15/24 M HFTSA

SWIFT HARMONY 48.1
SWIFT HARMONY wore blinkers for her solo half-mile gate 

work with T. Baze aboard, breaking fine, fractions of 12.3. 

24.2, 35.4, not asked, slowing a bit when up in 48.3, very late 

switching leads galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 102.2., so-so 

for the $3K unraced two-year-old Phantom Boss filly, who 

needs to do better than this

04/20/24 C+ HGFTSA

SYNTACTIC 48.3
SYNTACTIC went a half-mile during a busy time in the a.m., 

we never saw him at any point until the wire, a length behind 

the separate working Puype duo of DEELITEFUL HART and 

SUPREME COAST. We didn’t see enough of the work (any 

of it) to give a grade.

04/20/24 NG HFTSA

T ONE D FLOUR FREE 49.1
DEFICIT MAJA (C+) working with T ONE D FLOUR FREE 

(C+) - This team went a half-mile together,  T ONE D FLOUR 

FREE with Franco aboard, starting three lengths in front of 

DEFICIT MAJA, who had T. Baze aboard; DEFICIT MAJA 

made up ground in 11.4, a length back passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.1,  T ONE D FLOUR FREE in 12.1, 24.3,  T ONE D 

FLOUR FREE kicked away again into the stretch, three 

lengths clear in 36.3, for both, DEFICIT MAJA was lightly 

asked, 1/2 length back at the wire in 48.3,  T ONE D FLOUR 

FREE was lightly tapped a couple of times, 1/2 length in front 

in 49.1, galloping out on even terms down to the 7/8 pole, 

DEFICIT MAJA in 101.3,  T ONE D FLOUR FREE in 102.1, 

just ok for both

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

TAHITI ITI 48.1
TAHITI ITI went off from the 1/2 mile pole, very lightly 

asked late in 48.1, final furlong in 12.1. an ok work for the 

East Coast invader

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

TAHOE SUNRISE 100.3
MOR TEQUILA (B) working with TAHOE SUNRISE (B-) - 

This team came out of the gate together, MOR TEQUILA 

inside of TAHOE SUNRISE, who wore blinkers; MOR 

TEQUILA led early, splits of 12.2, 23.4, 36.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in a length in front in 48.1, TEQUILA SUNRISE chasing 

in 12.3, 24.0, 36.1, a length back in 48.2, MOR TEQUILA 

was not asked, waiting a bit when up in 100.2, appearing best, 

a good work. TAHOE SUNRISE was lightly asked to get 

even, second best, an ok work

04/19/24 B- HGFTSA

TAPALO 47.3
TAPALO went well in this half-mile move, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.0, not asked in 47.4, a good work this week

04/20/24 B HFTSA

TAPIT DOUX 49.2
BIG DRINKER (C+) working with TAPIT DOUX (C+) - This 

team went a half-mile together on the training track over 

Tapeta, wearing blinkers, BIG DRINKER starting a length in 

front; The pair were together passing the 1/4 pole, TAPIT 

DOUX in 24.1, BIG DRINKER in 24.2, both were urged 

through the stretch, slowing noticeably, TAPIT DOUX in 

49.2, BIG DRINKER in 49.3, so-so at best for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

TARANTINO 101.2
TARANTINO went off from the 5/8 pole, wearing blinkers, 

we  had the final 1/2 in 49.2, not asked, an ok work. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

THE CHOSEN VRON 46.3
THE CHOSEN VRON looked very good with Berrios aboard, 

breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, far off the rail, splits of 

11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, crossing midstretch in 34.4. 

not asked a drop, nearly catching the separate Powell trained 

ANISETTE in 46.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

59.1, a very sharp move.

04/20/24 B+ HFTSA

THE OLD NINE (IRE) 48.2
THE OLD NINE looked better here than before his U. S 

debut, going a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. not asked at all in 48.3, a decent 

work, who should benefit from more distance

04/15/24 B- HFTSA
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THE RABBI 115.4
THE RABBI crawled away from the 3/4 pole, splits of 14.0, 

27.0, 39.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 51.3, lightly niggled, 

reaching out to the wire in 115.3, final 1/4 in 24.0, galloping 

out down to the 7/8 pole in 129.2, a decent work for the 

unraced son of Hard Spun, who appears to have ability, but 

might need a race or two for his best.

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

THE WILD GRAZER (IRE) 103.0
THE WILD GRAZER went easily in her early a.m. five 

furlong maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, 

final 1/2 in 50.0, not asked a drop, just an easy leg stretcher

04/15/24 M HFTSA

THERE GOES HARVARD 59.4
PIROLI (B-) working with THERE GOES HARVARD (B-) - 

This team went five furlongs together, we picked them up at 

the 1/4 pole, at that point THERE GOES HARVARD was 

outside, two lengths in front of PIROLI, who was two lengths 

back inside; Neither horse was asked, finishing together, 

PIROLI in 24.3, THERE GOES HARVARD in 25,.0, decent 

for both. We cannot verify the fast official times as we did not 

see them break off

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

THIRTY CARATS 101.1
THIRTY CARATS looked better than usual in her five 

furlong work, fractions of 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

niggled along in 101.1, an ok work for the often unimpressive 

worker

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

THREE WITCHES 59.3
THREE WITCHES (B-) working with SUNSET GLORY 

(C+) - This team was asked for a fast work, both wearing 

Figure 8's, THREE WITCHES Inside; The pair rolled along, 

splits of 11.4, 23.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, both horses 

were urged, THREE WITCHES pulling two lengths clear in 

59.3, decent enough, but certainly made to do it. SUNSET 

GLORY was no match late, falling back in 100.0, appearing to 

be doing her best, just ok

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

THRUMPS DREAM (IRE) 101.2
THRUMPS DREAM (C+) working with QUARIA 

THUNDER (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

QUARIA THUNDER wearing blinkers inside; The pair went 

off quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.1, THRUMPS DREAM was a 

length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, QUARIA 

THUNDER falling a length back in 35.4, THRUMPS 

DREAM was never asked at all, three lengths in front in a 

slowing in 101.2, just ok. QUARIA THUNDER was lightly 

asked, falling back in 102.0, three lengths back at the wire, not 

impressive.

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

TIGER IN MY TANK 50.4
TIGER IN MY TANK wore blinkers for this modest half-mile 

move on the training track over Tapeta, taking a slow trot to 

the pole, moving slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, 

lightly niggled in 51.1. not overly impressive

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

TIMTY 37.0
CALI CREAM (B-) working with TIMTY (C+) - This team of 

two-year-olds came out of the gate together, CALI CREAM 

with Maldonado aboard inside; We missed the break and 

picked them up a furlong into the work, CALI CREAM was 

1/2 length best when up in 24.0, an ok work. TIMTY was a bit 

second best, just ok. We cannot verify the official times as we 

missed the break

04/17/24 C+ HGFTSA

TIZ SILVER 101.0
TIZ SILVER went easily in this five furlong move, splits of 

12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, not asked at all in 

101.0, a decent work

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

TIZ TOK 102.4
TIZ TOK appeared modest in his five furlong work on the 

training track over Tapeta, splits of 12.2, 24.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.4, lightly urged, slowing in 102.3, not a good work

04/15/24 C HFTSA

TOM SEAVER 47.2
TOM SEAVER (B) working with BLAZING BARDOT (B-) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together, we picked 

them up at the 1/2 mile pole, TOM SEAVER 1/2 length in 

front inside; TOM SEAVER was not asked, finishing 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 47.2, a good work, the Cal-bred needs the 

grass for his best. BALZING BARDOT was urged, 1 1/2 

lengths back in 47.3, second best, but decent as the older 

maiden claiming mare did go further. We cannot verify her 

Official time.

04/20/24 B HFTSA

TOP GUN TOMMY 49.2
TOP GUN TOMMY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 24.2, lightly urged, slowing in 49.2, a so-so 

work as the veteran gelding appears to be trending the wrong 

way of late

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

TRACKER 101.0
TRACKER was doing his best in this five furlong drill on the 

training track over Tapeta, wearing blinkers, passing the 1/4 

pole in 36.1, hard urged in 100.4, a so-so work considering 

how much he was made to do it, this one has been gelded since 

his last start, but it doesn’t appear to have helped him much

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

TRIBAL 115.1
PLANETARIO (C+) working with TRIBAL (C+) - This team 

went six furlongs together on the training track over Tapeta, 

PLANETARIO inside; PLANETARIO edged a length in front 

early in 13.2, TRIBAL in 13.3, they got back together in 25.3, 

38.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.2, PLANETARIO edged away 

again into the stretch, TRIBAL was urged to get close deep 

stretch, both urged to the wire, PLANETARIO a head in front 

in 115.0, just ok for him, so-so for TRIBAL

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

TROJAN WAY 49.0
TROJAN WAY worked early in the a.m. on the training track 

over Tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 24.0, not asked, a decent 

work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

TURNERLOOSE 36.1
TURNERLOOSE blew out easily here, kept off the rail in 

36.2, an ok work

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

TWO BY FOUR 102.1
QUICK KATE (B) working with TWO BY FOUR (B-) - This 

team went together from the 5/8 pole, TWO BY FOUR inside; 

The pair went off slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, 

crossing midstretch in 50.1, QUICK KATE was not asked, 

best late in 102.1, a good work, better than it appears on 

paper. TWO BY FOUR was urged to stay together, second 

best, ok enough, but made to do it

04/18/24 B- HFTSA
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ULTIMATE GAMBLE 114.2
KEEN TO GO (B-) working with ULTIMATE GAMBLE (B-

) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, 

ULTIMATE GAMBLE breaking out of the gate solo, asked a 

bit to get going, not quick early, splits of 13.1, 25.4, he was 

1/2 length in front of KEEN TO GO as that one broke off from 

the 1/2 mile pole; The pair maintained their positions, KEEN 

TO GO in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, ULTIMATE 

GAMBLE in 38.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 50.3, KEEN TO 

GO was not asked, 3/4 length up at the wire in 49.1, galloping 

out in front down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, a decent work. 

ULTIMATE GAMBLE was not really asked, the rider letting 

his company go right near the wire, up in 115.1, slower than 

given, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 128.4, not a bad 

work for gate work this far, he should get plenty of air from 

this work

04/18/24 B- HGFTSA

UNBRIDLED BRIDE 36.3
GOBERNADORA ELY (C+) working with UNBRIDLED 

BRIDE (C) - This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of 

the gate together, UNBRIDLED BRIDE inside; 

GOBERNADORA ELY broke best and was always clear, 

splits of 12.2, 24.2, up in 36.4, just ok. UNBRIDLED BRIDE 

broke slowly an chased throughout in 12.4, 24.4, lightly urged 

in 37.1, not impressive. Both horses went slower than given.

04/17/24 C HGFTSA

UNCLE MO'S GOLD 101.4
UNCLE MO'S GOLD disappointed in his five furlong training 

track move over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not 

asked, but noticeably slowing to the wire in 102.0, a so-so 

work

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

UNCLE REG 101.0
UNCLE REG wore a Figure 8 for his five furlong move on the 

training track over tapeta, relaxed through fractions of 12.3, 

25.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked at all in 101.0, a 

decent work for the morning glory, who has never lived up to 

his a.m. hype

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

UNCORKED (AUS) 100.3
BALNIKHOV (B), UNCORKED (B-) and PARIS SECRET 

(C-) working together - This trio went together on the training 

track over tapeta during a very busy time in the a.m., PRIS 

SECRET and UNCORKED starting four lengths in front of 

BALNIKHOV; BLANIKHOV got even with UNCORKED in 

the stretch, both catching the separate working 

Papaprodromou team of CAPTAIN COOCHIES and FLEET 

FEET at the wire, BALNIKHOV in 59.4, a good work 

UNCORKED in 100.3, decent for him. PARIS SECRET was 

far, far back in 101.3, not impressive at all.

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

UPCHARGE 59.2
UPCHARGE (B-) working with ZITI (C) - This mismatched 

team came out of the gate together, UPCHARGE inside; The 

pair showed speed, splits of 12.1, 23.2, UPCHARGE getting 

in front in 35.0, ZITI in 35,1, UPCHARGE kicked away into 

and around the far turn, clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, 

ZITI in 48.1, UPCHARGE was not asked, best in 100.0, a few 

ticks slower than given, but certainly decent. ZITI was urged, 

falling apart in 101.3, not impressive

04/20/24 B- HGFTSA

UPLIFT 36.3
IN YOUR FACE (B-) working with UPLIFT (C+) - This team 

went three furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, IN 

YOUR FACE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.3. IN 

YOUR FACE a head in front in 36.3, galloping out 3/4 length 

in front to the 5/8 pole in 49.2, a decent work, UPLIFT was a 

bit second best, just ok

04/15/24 C+ HFTSA

VADER 102.2
VADER went off from the 5/8 pole, we had the final 1/4 in 

24.4. urged along, giving his typical lackluster response, 

another very modest work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

VANCOUGAR 50.0
GRACE PERIOD (B-) working with VANCOUGAR (M) - 

This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 

mile pole, GRACE PERIOD starting a neck in front; The pair 

were close passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, GRACE PERIOD 

pulled four lengths clear in 49.1. not asked, a decent work. 

VANCOUGAR was not concerned with his company, on his 

own to the wire in 50.0, just a leg stretcher

04/18/24 M HFTSA

VANTASTIC 37.4
VANTASTIC went easily in this three furlong maintenance 

spin on the training track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 

13.0, not asked in 37.4, just an abbreviated leg stretcher

04/15/24 M HFTSA

VEGAS BURNER 47.3
FLINT STROLL (B-) working with VEGAS BURNER (B-) - 

This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, VEGAS 

BURNER inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.0, both 

lightly asked, responding ok in 47.4, not a bad work for either 

this week

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

VIBEZ 59.2
VIBEZ looked good again this week in her comeback five 

furlong work, breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 

1/4 pole in 23.3, crossing the wire in 46.3, not asked down to 

the 7/8 pole in 59.2, a good work again this week

04/17/24 B HFTSA

VILIFIED 102.0
VILIFIED was not doing a whole lot in this five furlong work, 

opening 1/4 in 25.1. not asked, but not doing a whole lot in 

102.0, just ok this week

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

VINCERO GRANDE 50.0
AUDITORY (B-) working with VINCERO GRANDE (C+) - 

This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, AUDITORY 

starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions in 

25.0, AUDITORY was waiting late, appearing best, getting 

the slower time of 49.4, but going easily, not a bad work. 

VINCERO GRANDE was lightly asked to get even in 49.3, 

second best, just ok

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

VIRAT 50.1
VIRAT wore blinkers and a Figure 8 for his half-mile 

maintenance spin, opening furlong in 12.3, passing the 1/4 

pole in 25.1, crossing midstretch in 38.0, very lightly niggled 

in 50.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.1, just a leg 

stretcher

04/20/24 M HFTSA

VITALERA (CHI) 49.4
VITALERA finished well in her half-mile move, passing the 

1/4 pole in 26.0, not asked at all in 49.3, final 1/4 in 23.3. a 

decent work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA
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VLAHOS 113.2
LA DEUXIEME ETOILE (B-) working with VLAHOS (B-) - 

This team went together from the 5/8 pole, LA DEUXIEME 

ETOILE, with Gutierrez up, starting three lengths in front of 

VLAHOS, who wore blinkers with Maldonado aboard; LA 

DEUXIEME ETOILE increased her advantage in 12,0, 24.0, 

VLAHOS taken seven lengths back early in 12.4, five lengths 

in 24.2, they got back to how they started passing the 1/4 pole 

in 36.2, VLAHOS got even in the stretch, neither asked a 

drop, VLAHOS up at the wire in 101.0, LA DEUXIEME 

ETOILE up in 101.3, they galloped out together down to the 

7/8 pole, VLAHOS in 114.0, LA DEUXIEME ETOILE in 

114.3, decent for both. Both horses definitely should have 

received five furlongs clockings as they were both up at the 

wire and they should have only been separated three lengths

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

WAR ON THE WEST 48.4
OUR BUCKY CHARM (B-) working with WAR ON THE 

WEST (C+) - This team came out of the gate together, WAR 

ON THE WEST inside; the pair broke ok, splits of 12.2. 23,4, 

35.4, OUR BUCKY CHARM was best, a length in front in 

48.0, not asked, a decent work for the unraced five-year-old 

son of Munnings, who has taken a while to make the races, but 

can run and should fit with Cal-bred maidens soon. WAR ON 

THE WEST was lightly asked, falling a length back in 48.1, 

second best, just ok

04/20/24 C+ HGFTSA

WATCH THE LAW 49.2
SOI NGERN (C+) working with WATCH THE LAW (C-) - 

This team of unraced two-year-olds came out of the gate 

together, SOI NGERN inside; WATCH THE LAW broke a bit 

scrambled, SOI NGERN was 1/2 length up in 13.0, then 

pulled 1 1/2 lengths in front in 24.2, 36.2, WATCH THE 

LAW in 24.3, 36.3, SOI NGERN was lightly tapped several 

times, five lengths in front when up in 49.0, galloping out to 

the 1/8 pole in 102.1, just ok for the Good Magic homebred 

colt, who should do better when they go further as he doesn’t 

act all that quick. WATCH THE LAW was lightly urged, 

falling well back in 50.0, galloping out in 104.3, nothing good 

about this for the $120K RNA Tiz The Law gelding

04/18/24 C- HGFTSA

WEEMISSGRAMMY 50.0
WEEMISSGRAMMY went easily in her half-mile 

maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 24.4. not asked at all in 50.0, just a leg stretcher

04/14/24 M HFTSA

WENDELSSOHN 47.2
WENDELSSOHN wore blinkers for this good half-mile move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, not asked at all in 47.2, a nice 

work this week

04/18/24 B HFTSA

WESTERN GRIT 47.3
WESTERN GRIT worked early in the a.m. on the training 

track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, lightly urged in 

47.3, a decent work

04/14/24 B- HFTSA

WESTERN POWER 101.2
WESTERN POWER came out of the gate solo, not quick 

early in 12.3, picking it up quickly in 23.4, 35.2, (middle 1/4 

in 22.4), passing the 1/4 pole in 47.4, lightly asked, slowing 

noticeably when up in 101.1, so-so at best

04/18/24 C+ HGFTSA

WHATMAKESSAMMYRUN 48.0
WHATMAKESSAMMYRUN went a half-mile on the training 

track over Tapeta in his comeback 1/.2 mile move, we had the 

final 3/8 in 35.2. not asked at all, a good work off the bench 

We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 B HFTSA

WHATS THE BUZZ 50.1
BLAME THE CLASSIC (C+) working with WHATS THE 

BUZZ (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, 

we had the final 3/8 of the work, BLAME THE CLASSIC 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.0, neither asked, 

neither doing anything in 37.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 50.4, so-so for both. We cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

WHEN HEROES FLY 49.0
WHEN HEROES FLY (C+) working with CIR JOHNNY 

(D) - This team went a half-mile together, both wearing 

blinkers, WHEN HEROES FLY inside; We picked them up at 

the 1/4 pole, WHEN HEROES FLY was lightly urged, pulling 

well, well clear in 24.3, miles best, but just ok. CIR JOHNNY 

was urged, falling far back in 26.2, a horrible drill, he cannot 

run at all. We cannot verify the official times

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

WHERE'S THE LOOT 101.2
WHERE'S THE LOOT (C+) working with ALOHA 

CHROME (C) - This team came out of the gate together, 

ALOHA CHROME inside; WHERE'S THE LOOT was 

quicker early, leading through splits of 12.3, 24.1, ALOHA 

CHROME in 12.4, 24.2, WHERE'S THE LOOT edged further 

clear in 35.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 47.4, ALOHA CHROME 

lightly asked, chasing in 36.0, 48.1, WHERE'S THE LOOT 

was lightly asked, shortening stride while remaining clear in 

100.4, faster than given,  but just ok as he didn’t appear to 

have a lot left. ALOHA CHROME was asked, unable to make 

up ground in 101.1, also faster than given, but not impressive

04/18/24 C+ HGFTSA

WICKED DESIRE 102.2
WICKED DESIRE went five furlongs on the training track 

over Tapeta, going off in 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, 

niggled the final part in 102.1, just ok.

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

WILD RECRUIT 48.3
SMILING BEAST (B+), (BIRTHDAY SURPISE) (B-) and 

WILD RECRUIT (B-) - This trip went together from the 1/2 

mile pole, (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) wearing blinkers  inside 

of WILD RECRUIT, who had T. Baze aboard, starting two 

lengths in front of SMILING BEAST, who wore blinkers 

inside; (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) and WILD RECRUIT 

edged three lengths clear in a quick 11.1, SMILING BEAST 

in 11.2, they got back to how they started, the top pair floating 

well off the inside passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, SMILING 

BEAST came through along the rail, pulling four lengths in 

front crossing the wire in 47.0, continuing solo down to the 7/8 

pole in 59.3, a very good work for the unraced four-year-old 

homebred Smiling Tiger gelding, who appears a "win early" 

type. (BIRTHDAY SURPRISE) was lightly niggled, getting in 

front of WILD RECRUIT in midstretch, ending up even with 

that one late in 48.1, galloping out together down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.4, a decent work for both, but no match for 

SMILING BEAST< who turned the tables on (BIRTHDAY 

SURPRISE) from their work a week earlier

04/17/24 B- HFTSA
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WILDFANG 37.3
L SQUARED (C+) working with WILDFANG (C+) - This 

team went three furlongs over the training track on Tapeta, 

WILDFANG inside of L SQUARED, who wore blinkers; The 

pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.2, WILD FANG was lightly 

urged, L SQUARED not asked, up in 37.3, so-so for both

04/18/24 C+ HFTSA

WILL BE 48.1
MOESAHANDFUL (B-) working with WILL BE (B-) - This 

team wore blinkers for their half-mile move, WILL BE inside; 

We had the final 1/4 in 23.4. both going easily to the wire, a 

decent work for both. We cannot verify the Official time

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

WILLA T 101.3
GLENAL:L (C+) working with WILLA T (C+) - This team 

went together in their five furlong work, GLENALL inside; 

The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.2, neither asked, but both 

slowing late in 101.3, just ok for both

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

WIMBERLY 101.4
WIMBERLY wore blinkers for another unimpressive five 

furlong work on the training track over Tapeta, opening 1/4 in 

24.1. urged, tiring on 101.3, another very subpar work for the 

expensive unraced filly, who has shown little

04/15/24 C HFTSA

WINEMAKER 50.1
ZILKHA (B-) working with WINEMAKER (C+) - This team 

went a half-mile together, WINEMAKER inside; The pair 

went off in 12.1. they really slowed around the far turn, 

ZILKHA 1/2 length up passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, they were 

close crossing midstretch in 37.4, ZILKHA was best the final 

furlong, not asked, pulling 1/2 length clear in 49.4, faster than 

given, final furlong in 11.3, an ok work for the Candy Ride - 

Zenyatta homebred, who actually beat someone and looked 

better than usual here. WINEMAKER was urged inside, 

second best, so-so at best

04/17/24 C+ HFTSA

WINNING BIG 104.0
WINNING BIG looked terrible in her five furlong drill on the 

training track over Tapeta, we had the final 1/2 of the work, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, urged, nothing left in 50.4, not 

good at all. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 C- HFTSA

WINTERFELL 48.0
WINTERFELL (B-) working with LE MANS (C+) - This 

team went a half-mile together, LE MANS wearing blinkers 

inside; The pair were together in 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.0, WINTERFELL was not 

asked, a neck best in 47.3, LE MANS hand ridden, finishing a 

neck back, galloping out together down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.2, decent for WINTERFELL, just ok for LE MANS

04/19/24 B- HFTSA

WISHES TO RICHES 101.1
PARIS SECRETS (C+) working with WISHES TO RICHES 

(C+) - This team went together in the training track over 

Tapeta, both wearing blinkers, PARIS SECRETS with Frey up 

inside of WISHES TO RICHES, who had Laprida aboard; The 

pair were together, fractions of 12.1, 24.2, WISHES TO 

RICHES was niggled along to stay together around the far 

turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, both horses were lightly 

urged to deep stretch, WISHED TO RICHES put her head in 

front late, PARIS SECRETS was lightly urged to get back 

even in 101.1, just ok for both

04/14/24 C+ HFTSA

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE 46.3
WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE continues to look really, really 

good as she shines again in her early a.m. half-mile move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3., not asked a drop in 46.3, final 

1/4 in 23.0, another very, very good work, the Cal-bred mare 

is going as well as she ever has

04/17/24 B+ HFTSA

WRONG DIRECTION 101.2
WRONG DIRECTION (C+) working with PIPPA PHILIPA 

(C) - This team wore Figure 8's for their five furlong work, 

WRONG DIRECTION inside; The pair went off in 24.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1, WRONG DIRECTION was 

urged, pulling clear despite failing to switch leads in 101.2, 

best, but so-so. PIPPA PHILIPA was urged, fading away in 

101.4, not impressive.

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA

YARBOROUGH 101.1
YARBOROUGH had T. Baze up for this five furlong move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, lightly niggled late in 101.1, not a 

bad work

04/20/24 B- HFTSA

YELLOW BRICK 100.1
YELLOW BRICK went decently on the training track over 

Tapeta in his five furlong move, fractions of 24.0, passing the 

1/4 pole in 36.0, not asked in 100.1, a decent work for the late 

running sprinter.

04/15/24 B- HFTSA

YOLO CALLS 50.0
YOLO CALLS went easily in her half-mile maintenance spin 

on the training track over Tapeta, splits of 13.0, passing the 

1/4 pole in 25.1, not asked in 50.1, galloping out to the 5/8 

pole in 104.4., just a leg stretcher

04/14/24 M HFTSA

YVETT'S SURPRISE 47.0
YVETT'S SURPRISE was hard urged in her half-mile drill, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2. doing her best in 47.0, showing 

some response, not a bad work, but really made to do it

04/18/24 B- HFTSA

ZAFIRO ANEJO 101.3
ZAFIRO ANEJO went five furlongs from the 1/2mile pole, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, urged crossing the wire in 48.4, 

still being asked down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, just ok as he 

didn’t appear to have a lot left

04/19/24 C+ HFTSA

ZEYARAAT 102.0
MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER (B-) working with ZEYARAAT 

(C) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER inside; 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER got a length in front crossing 

the wire in 48.2, ZEYARAAT in 48.3, 

MYFAVORITEDAUGHTER kicked away down to the 7/8 

pole in 101.1, not asked, a decent work. ZEYARAAT was 

lightly urged, falling four lengths back in 1020, not impressive.

04/19/24 C HFTSA

ZIHUATANEJO 49.0
ZIHUATANEJO looked a bit better this week than in his last 

several works, not asked, but not doing a lit in 49.0, just ok, 

but not as bad as his recent works

04/20/24 C+ HFTSA
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ZILKHA 50.1
ZILKHA (B-) working with WINEMAKER (C+) - This team 

went a half-mile together, WINEMAKER inside; The pair 

went off in 12.1. they really slowed around the far turn, 

ZILKHA 1/2 length up passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, they were 

close crossing midstretch in 37.4, ZILKHA was best the final 

furlong, not asked, pulling 1/2 length clear in 49.4, faster than 

given, final furlong in 11.3, an ok work for the Candy Ride - 

Zenyatta homebred, who actually beat someone and looked 

better than usual here. WINEMAKER was urged inside, 

second best, so-so at best

04/17/24 B- HFTSA

ZITI (FR) 101.0
UPCHARGE (B-) working with ZITI (C) - This mismatched 

team came out of the gate together, UPCHARGE inside; The 

pair showed speed, splits of 12.1, 23.2, UPCHARGE getting 

in front in 35.0, ZITI in 35,1, UPCHARGE kicked away into 

and around the far turn, clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, 

ZITI in 48.1, UPCHARGE was not asked, best in 100.0, a few 

ticks slower than given, but certainly decent. ZITI was urged, 

falling apart in 101.3, not impressive

04/20/24 C HGFTSA
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